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UNIVERSITY DAY AT CHAPEL HILL
The exercises at Chapel Hill commemorating the one hundred
and eighteenth birthday of the University^of North Carolina followed the usual order. The academic procession of faculty and
students, grouped by classes, marched from Alumni Hall to Memorial Hall, where at eleven o'clock the exercises were opened
with prayer by Dr. W. S. Long of Chapel Hill. After the singing

Hymn

by the audience, President Venable made
to the University during the past year,
called attention to the improvements already made and spoke of
the plans for the future of the University.
Mr. C. D. Hogue of
the Law Class delivered a welcome on behalf of the professional
students, and Mr. L. N. Johnston of the class 1912 brought greetings on behalf of the undergraduate students of the University.
The principal address of the day was delivered by Professor C. Alphonso Smith of the University of Virginia. His subject was 'The
Americanism of American Literature." The audience sang "Hail
to U. N. C," after which the names of the alumni of the University who had died since October 12, 1910, were read by Dean
Edward K. Graham. The exercises were closed with a benediction by Dr. W. S. Long.
of the University

a brief report of the

gifts

4
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ADDRESS BY PROFESSOR
Ladies and Gentlemen

:

I

am

C.

ALPHONSO SMITH

going to speak for a

little

while

morning on a theme that concerns each one of us by reason
of our Americanism.
However else we may differ we stand here
upon the same platform we are all Americans, and we are all
influenced by and in turn exert influence upon this intangible
but irrepressible force that we call Americanism. If I*do not
mistake the signs of the time, Americanism is the most interesting
this

:

ism that

men

are

now

studying.

It is

unquestionably the greatest
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word and the most potent idea that our nation has given to hisIt sums up our past, it interprets our present, and it

tory.

prophesies our future.
I shall approach it through our literature.
Strange to say it
has been approached almost invariably through our political and

industrial activities, not through our literary activities.

It has
been assumed that the American spirit has manifested itself distinctively only in the combined realm of political and industrial
captaincy, and that if Americanism cannot be found here, it
cannot be found anywhere. This is a superficial view, a view not

borne out by the facts. The Americans who are best known
abroad have for a hundred years been our writers, not our states-

men

or millionaires.

lin,

Jefferson,

own

choosing.

With the exception of Washington, Frankand Lincoln, we have had no statesmen and
certainly no financiers who could compare for a moment in world
renown with Washington Irving, James Fenimore Cooper, Edgar
Allan Poe, Henry Wad sworth Longfellow, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Bret Harte, and Mark Twain. These are the men who embody
the national spirit and stand as its exponents.
I shall not attempt, however, to study Americanism by citing
American authors or American books or American themes of my
American

On

the contrary, I prefer to take those aspects of

have themselves found most
and most representative and then try to interpret their
preferences in terms of a distinctive Americanism.
These aspects
seem to me to be four. I shall enumerate them separately and
then attempt to interpret them.
literature that foreigners

interesting

II

The

me

as I lectured on American
and talked with German men
and women about American literature was the significant part that
first

revelation that

came

to

literature at the University of Berlin

the Indian has played in turning the thoughts of other lands to

our own

land.

I

had always thought that

it

was Washington

Irving and his Sketch Bonk that gave American literature a standing

abroad.

But

Irving introduced Ameriwas Cooper and his Indians

this is only partly true.

can literature into England, but

it

5""
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It is the fashion
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literature standing and vogue

today to

make merry

on the continent.

over Cooper.

Mark Twain

has said that the Leatherstocking Series ought to have been called
the "Breaking
esting

is

Twig"

Series, because every

about to happen,

time something inter-

somebody breaks a twig and the

He finds Cooper's novels strewn with
broken twigs. However this may be, Cooper's popularity in
Europe remains greater than that of any other American writer.
intended victim gets away.

A

large class of

German university students,
Whitman, had not a man

ignorance of Walt

know

that professed utter
or

woman

in

it

that

His Majesty himself grew
enthusiastic at the mention of Cooper's name.
"I have read,"
he said, "everything that Cooper wrote. As a boy I used to sleep
with bis works under my pillow. I read them in English, too,
not in a translation. Cooper is unsurpassed in his larger out-ofdoors effects, in his scenes sketched on a broad canvas. He is
weak only in minor details."
As fast as Cooper's novels were written they were republished
in thirty-four European cities.
It is probable, as Bryant says,
that no other author ever enjoyed so great a popularity during
his own life time.
Balzac said that if Cooper had succeeded as
did not

the works of Cooper.

well in the portrayal of character

phenomena

as in the portrayal

of

the

"he would have uttered the last word of
our art." Ruskin oaid that nobody but Cooper knew how to
describe accurately the changing phenomena of sea-foam during
of nature,

a storm.

But

it

was through his familiarity with pioneer

life

and

especially through his portrayal of Indian character that Cooper

made and retains his fame abroad. Scott had already reproduced
a brilliant array of characters from the most varied periods of
English and continental history; Dickens was about to sketch as
only he could the lower classes of English society; George Eliot
the middle classes, and Thackeray the higher ^classes but these
;

were in a way familiar. The Red Man was original beyond any
of them.
He came, too, at a time when the cry, "Back to
Nature, resounded from every part of Europe. Here was a figure
that seemed to embody in an unimagined way the new ideal. He
'

'
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had always lived close to nature. He had few laws, but what he
had he obeyed. He was untroubled and unfettered by instiHis antiquity was as vast as
tutions social, civil, or religious.
Asiatic
and
number
of
the
the
of his dialects far greater. In
that
he
the
superior
was
of
the
white man and in intellectual
endurance
Jefferson
considered
him
no
whit
inferior.
It is no wonder
ability
that this

new

character took captive the imagination of the world.

Cooper was not the

treat Indian character, but he

first to

first to treat it successfully.

When he wrote,

was the

there were two schools

him a demon inThe only good Indian
The other considered him an ideal figure,
was a dead Indian
nature's nobleman, the type of what all men once were and might
of opinion

carnate,

about the Indian.

inhuman

The one

believed

in all but bodily shape.

.

be again.

This was the view of Mrs. Behn, of Mrs. Morton, of

Voltaire, of Chateaubriand.

Cooper took a middle ground.
all

a

human

The Indian was

to

being of like passions with ourselves.

him

first of

Contrary to

commonly accepted view Cooper did not idealize the Indian.
In the works of Parkman and Palfrey it is true that the Indian of
Cooper seems to vanish; but in the more recent investigations of

the

Alice Fletcher and Horatio Hale the lost figure reappears and be-

comes more picturesque and more romantic than Cooper ever
"The instinct of the novelist," as Colonel
dared to portray him.
Higginson has well said, "turned out more authoritative than the
premature conclusions of a generation of historians." There is
no Indian in Cooper's pages who can compare for a moment in
intellectual or moral traits with such historical characters as
Pocahontas, Miantonimoh, Massassoit, Hendrick, Occum, or
Occum and Hendrick, it may be added, were both
Brant.
Mohicans and were contemporary with Chingachgook and Uncas.
But whether idealized or not, the Indian of Cooper has, in every
part of Europe, made our early history synonymous with romance.
He has supplied a means of contrast for our highly institutionalized

life.

He

has furnished the potential material for a national

drama and a national opera. He has proved not only the anvil
on which we wrought out our national genesis but the background
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against which Europe contemplates with undiminished interest

the earlv centuries of our national existence.

But if Cooper had never been born, American literature would
have interest for foreigners. Let me remind you that until

still

recently the only recognized types of literature were epic poetry,
lyric poetry,

dramatic poetry, the essay, the history, the novel,
To these must now be added the

the biography, and the oration.

and in the short story American writers have scored
most distinctive triumph. The short story is not the child
It is a story
of the novel; it is not a story that is merely short.
that could not be longer or shorter could not be other than it is
without sacrificing its individuality. Professor Brander Matthews suggests that the American short story should be written
with a hyphen (short-story) to indicate its distinctiveness as a litSchonbach says that the short story differs from the
erary type.
novel about as much as an example in multiplication differs from

short story,
their

—

-

the slower process of addition.

The older masters of the American short story were Irving, Poe,
Hawthorne, and Bret Harte. These are all widely known in foreign lands, though Poe takes easy precedence among them. Indeed
he is justly considered the father of the American short story as a
His contribution to the short story did
distinctive art creation.
not lie in subject matter but in form. His criterion was "totality
The word that best characterizes Poe's constructive
of effect."
There are no parallel lines in his
art is the word convergence.
With the opening sentence of his stories the lines bebest work.
gin to converge toward a predetermined effect.
"If the author's
very initial sentence," says Poe, "tend not to the outbringing of
In the whole comthis effect, then he has failed in his first step.
position there should be no word written, of which the tendency,
direct or indirect, is not to the one preesta Wished design."
Poe's short stories fall into two structural types.
In the first,
there is an unbroken cumulative movement from the first paragraph
to the last; in the second, the mystery deepens in the first half
and is completely solved in the second half. The first type may
be represented by a capital letter A the lines of interest converge
and culminate at the apex. The second type may be represented
:
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by a capital B: the story, in other words, is divided into two equal
and corresponding sections or semicirles. To the first class belongs
The Fall of

the

House of Usher; to the second class belongs the dewhich Poe is justly considered the founder.

tective story, of

The American short
certain typical

economy

story appeals to foreigners because they see

American

qualities in its directness of narrative, in

with which
no formal introduction: it just
begins.
Its
It does not languish to a conclusion: it simply stops.
It consumes in the
brevity, too, is characteristically American.
reading about the same length of time that is spent on a game of
its
it

of details, in the business-like efficiency

goes about

its

There

work.

is

football or baseball.

But a more notable
ture, it has

by the American short story,
more than any other form of litera-

service rpndered

especially since 1870,

concerned

that,

is

itself

with local color, local characters, local

We

have learned to know the different
chiefly through the contributions
of our short story writers.
New England life is reproduced in the
works of Sarah Orne Jewett and Mary E. Wilkins; the Middle
West lives in the works of Hamlin Garland, Owen Wister, and
Mark Twain; the Far West has its historian in Bret Harte; and
the South finds its interpreters in George W. Cable, Miss Grace
King, Joel Chandler Harris, James Lane Allen, and Thomas
Other nations have popularized their history
Nelson Page.
through historical novels; since 1870 American writers have popEurope knows us
ularized their history through short stories.
history and traditions.
sections of our

own wide country

better, therefore, or at least has the opportunity of
better,

through our short

stories

novels or our formal histories.
cessive use of dialect in

knowing us

than through our poetry or our
It should be said that the ex-

American short

stories since

1870 has

prevented our later writers from being read as widely as they

In spite of the growing European
example, no one has attempted a trans-

would otherwise have been.
interest in the negro, for

Uncle Remus Stories.
need hardly say that another cause

lation of the
I

ican literature

Whether we

like

is
it

AmerAmerican humor.
or not, we are considered funny folks.
From
the

prevalence

in

of foreign interest in
it

of

THE UNIVERSITY RECORD
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Benjamin Franklin to Mark Twain Americans have been the chief
purveyors of wholesome merriment. We have not only fired the
laugh heard round the world, but we have done more than any
other nation to democratize laughter
conventionality, pomposity

itself.

Pretension, hypocrisy,

—these are the targets

.

"At bottom

, '

Van Dyke, "American humor is based upon the demoassumption that the artificial distinctions and conventional
phrases of life are in themselves amusing."
When Gladstone was asked what he considered the leading
characteristic of American humor he promptly replied "Exagsays Dr.

cratic

geration," and illustrated his point by the story of an American

merchant who, when the price

of ink rose,

claimed to have saved

Whether
no doubt
Knickerbocker History of New

a hundred thousand dollars a year by not dotting his

we commend or not the aptness

i's.

of this illustration, there is

that from the appearance of Irving 's

York (180 J) to the present time exaggeration has been a constituent of American humor, and the suggestion has been made
(

a trait inherited from our Elizabethan ancestors.

'Mark
Twain," says Professor Brander Matthews, "is the foremost of
American humorists because he thus relates us to our [Elizabethan]
On the contrary, Mark Twain seems to me the fore
origins."
most of our humorists not because he suggests the past but so'ely
The explanation of exaggerabecause he expresses the present.
tion in American humor is to be sought primarily in the bigness
of things that confront the American on all sides.
The length of
American rivers, the height of American mountains, the distance
from North to South and from East to West, the phenomenal
growth of American population, the gigantic combinations of
American capital, the varied products of American soil, these
things soon begot a sort of interstate and then international rivalry
that found ready expression in humorous overstatement. #
The foreign view of the magnitude of things American was well
expressed by a Frenchman in a footnote to a translation of
Cooper's novels. Cooper, you remember, speaks of trees usually
by their first names. He does not say a hickory tree or an oak tree
that

it is

'

—

or a poplar tree, but a hickory,

n,n oak, a poplar.
In one passage
he says that Deerslayer dismounted and hitched his horse to the

THE UNIVERSITY RECORD
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limb

of a locust.

The Frenchman's dictionary knew no

locust

but the insect, and so he translated it insect (sauterelle) but added
"In America these insects grow
the following illuminating note:
,

to

such a

The

size that horses are often

hitched to their dead limbs."

foreigner's appreciation of the skilful use to

which exag-

put in American humor may be measured in part by
the esteem in which Mark Twain's works are held both in England
and on the continent. "Since the death of Charles Dickens,"
said the Evening Standard of London, "no writer of English has
geration

is

been so generally read."
said the Berliner Zeitung

"He was more esteemed in Germany,"
am Mittag, "than all the French and

English humorists put together."

American literature that I shall menmore time than oan be given it here. It is a characteristic that has been most clearly stated by German critics.
In his History of American Literature Eduard Engel says: "So far
from being contaminated by the American's alleged love of gain
getting, so far from being affected by what is proverbially known
as Yankeeism, American literature shows decidedly less of these

The

last characteristic of

tion deserves far

very traits than do the literatures of most other nations.
the fundamental characteristic of American literature

ism.

All great writers in

America

—

all

In

is its

fact,

ideal-

writers considered great

have been without exception idealists, yes idealists raised to the
nth power; and it is no accident that from an American poet,
from Longfellow, the world has received that exquisite poem whose
refrain, 'Excelsior,' has become the watchword of idealists in all
lands."

high praise to pay American literature but it is abundantEngel might have mentioned, in addition to Long
ly merited.
This

is

fellow's familiar

poem, Emerson's Forerunners, Hawthorne's Great

V

Envoi to the Muse, Holmes's
Stone Face, Poe's Eldorado, Lowell's
Vanishers,
Whittier's
or Lanier's Song of the
Nautilus,
Chambered
Chattahoochee.

They are one and all instinct with an idealism as
any literature can show
Indeed The Great

pure and
Stone Face seems to

as high as

.

me

the highest reach of idealism to which an

American short story has ever attained.
which any nation may measure its progress
lectual worth.

It sets

a standard by

in moral

and

intel-

THE UNIVERSITY RECORD
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But let mft remind you that many of our critics concede idealism
American literature but deny it to American life. This indeed
one of the battle-grounds of conflicting opinion. To my mind
man who sees in the typical American only or chiefly the

the

greedy money-getter or the rabid office-seekei

is

suffering sorely

must be remembered, two
kinds of idealism
the idealism that dreams and the idealism
In the former the vision is an end in itself, in the latthat does.
The former we may call subjecter it is only a means to an end.
from

spiritual

myopia.

There are,

it

:

This kind of ideal-

tive idealism, the latter constructive idealism.

ism, the constructive type, has characterized the American people

from the beginning.

It explains

action take precedence over

lionaires

who

why

in the

inherit or hoard their wealth

constructively

we

:

Hall of

Fame men of

of abstract thought.

It explains

attitude on the part of Americans toward mil-

the difference in

it

men

why Emerson and

and those who expend

have learned that rich esse oblige.

more

Jefferson are quoted

often by

It

explains

men

of all

shades of opinion than any other two writers in our literature.

why Poe

It

coming into his own we are beginning to recognize that he was essentially American because he was as truly a
constructive force in American literature as was Edwards in theolexplains

is

:

ogy or Jefferson

in politics.

and bars as well

as to the stars

of our civilization

westward

the Philippine Islands.

It

It

explains our loyalty to the stars

and

stripes.

to the Pacific

It

explains the sweep

and across the

Pacific to

explainsQour capacity for expecting

great things.
It explains

schools

and

our dissatisfaction with the present condition of our
our churches and charitable organizations,

colleges, of

our city governments, our state governments, and our national
government. This dissatisfaction is not weak or querulous. It is
born of an ingrained idealism. It is constructive in its ends* and
It is The Song of the Chattahoochee set to
beneficent in its purposes.

of

march time.
in.

The American Indian, the American

short story, American huand American idealism these are the elements in our literature that have made the deepest impression upon the European
ll

jr,

—

THE UNIVERSITY RECORD
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mind.

Why?

There seems

to

me

only one answer: these are

the elements in which the European, consciously or unconscious-

something distinctively and essentially American.
Other national literatures concern themselves with Indians (or
other savage people), with the short story, with humor, with idealIndeed I know of no European nation whose literature canism.
not show notable achievements in all of these reaches of literary
But there is something about the American achievement
effort.
in these things that stamps itself as nationally characteristic What
It is, I believe, the action and interaction of two mighty
is it?
forces, forces which have long been recognized in our political life,
our religious life, our economic life, and our educational life, but
These forces
which have not been recognized in our literature.
are individualism and collectivism, or, as I prefer to call them, in"Individualism," as denned
dividualism and institutionalism.
by ex -President Eliot, "is that tendency in human society to
emphasize the rights of each person and to place a high value on
Collectivism is the tendency to distrust individual iniinitiative.
tiative and to hold "that the interest of the many should override
the interest of the individual, and, whenever the two interests conflict, should control social action, and yet does not propose to extinguish the individual but only to restrict him for the common
Since 1870 collectivism as a social
good, including his own".
force, Dr. Eliot finds, has made steady gains in our industries, edEvidently Dr. Eliot's definitions avail
ucation, and government.
little in literature where it is not a question of rights, social or
ly, sees or feels

.

'

'

otherwise, but a question of

how

life is

looked at and

how charac-

ter is portrayed.

Professor

Kuno Francke ° comments on these two forces, as they
German literature, as follows: "It seems

manifest themselves in

me

all literary development is determined by the incessant
two elemental human tendencies the tendency toward
personal freedom and the tendency toward collective organization.

to

that

conflict of

°In

2 he

:

Conflict

between Individualism and Collectivism in a Democracy.

(1911).

°°See his German Literature as Determined by Social Forces (1901).

the university record

The former
ever
ter

is

leads to the observation

15

and representation

of

what-

striking, genuine, individual; in short to realism. Thelat-

leads

to the observation

and representation

of

whatever is
Uncheck-

beautiful, significant, universal; in short to idealism".

may

ed individualism

lead to a "vulgar naturalism or to a fanatic

mysticism". Unchecked collectivism may lead to "an empty
conventionalism"
Without attempting to modify, far less to controvert, the point
of view which Professor Francke has so searchingly and brilliantly
illustrated in his great book, let us phrase the problem, as it reLet us call indilates to American literature, a little differently.
vidualism the tendency to regard and to portray
as a separate unit.

Let us

call

the tendency to regard and to portray
groups.

An

human character

institutional ism (or collectivism)

human

character in unit

individualist, then, portrays character in the

man-

ner of a psychologist; an institutionalist, in the manner of a sociologist.
The one views life as so many separate peaks; the other, as

a serried range.

De Foe was par

when he created the
Emerson became the philosopher

excellence ar* individualist

character of Robinson Crusoe.

when he said: "Society everywhere is in conspirmanhood of every one of its members. Society is
company, in which the members agree, for the bet-

of individualism

acy against the
a joint stock

ter securing of his bread to each shareholder, to surrender the lib-

erty

and culture

of the eater."

Kipling has illustrated excessive

institutionalism in the character of Tomlinson, Thackeray in the

character of Becky Sharp.

Tomlinson was so unindividual that
him Becky
Sharp was so much the prey of the social forces about her that
Thackeray himself said he was unable to foresee what she would
do at any particular moment.
neither Saint Peter nor the devil could find a place for

;

But what about the Indian ?
Why, the Indian has played an
important role in our literature and in our life partly because he
has stimulated thought about the limits of individualism and inNever till our forefathers landed at Plymouth
Rock and Jamestown had the Anglo-Saxon people been brought

stitutionalism.

into contact with a type of character so uninstitutionalized as the

THE UNIVERSITY RECORD
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American Red Man.

This

times

make such

ment

in their thinking.

why«our statesmen

is

of Revolutionary

He was

a new eleThey could shun him or shoot him, but
there he stood, a supreme type of raw individualism, a concrete
example of how much and how little there was in the cry "Back
to Nature", which meant "Back to native individualism from a
frequent references to him.

too elaborate institutionalism"
it

made

We find Jefferson

a question whether no law, as

[Indians] or too
,

mits

.

man

much law

among

saying

'
:

'Were

the savage Americans

among the civilized Europeans, subone who has seen both conditions of
it to be the last".
This was not the
words are evidence that the Indian
both individualist and institutionalist
defence. He was a perpetual Robinson
as

to the greatest evil,

existence would pronounce

usual view, but Jefferson's

was a whetstone on which
sharpened their weapons of
Crusoe, a symbol of individualism

in its manhood and of instituThe Europeans, I am inclined to
think, greatly overrate the influence of the Indian upon American
life, but there can be no question that in viewing American history
through the haze of an Indian summer they have detected some

tionalism in

its

childhood.

elements, democratic as well

as romantic, that

would otherwise

have passed unregarded.

Coming now

no one can

to the short story,

1870 a triumph for institutionalism.

fail to

note since

Irving as early as 1820 had

emphasized the local or institutional note in Rip Van Winkle and
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, but he passed almost immediately to
Bracebridge Hall and The Tales of a Traveller, which are not AmerIrving was American to the core but he did more to make
ican.
the legends and traditions of foreign lands known in America than
to make the legends and traditions of America known in foreign
lands. Edgar Allan Poe, the founder of the earlier American short
His characters have no
story, was first and la«t an individualist.
trace of the soil about them.

They

are studies in intellectual anal-

But Bret Harte and
than in American institutions.
his compeers, who inaugurated the new movement in 1870, studied
not only the individual whom they wished to portray but all the
ysis rather

° Notes

on Virginia (1782).
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environmental and institutional influences that went to make him

what he was.

Edward Eggleston
words:

own

°

gives the creed of the entire school in these

"If I were a dispassionate

critic

and were

set to

judge

my

novels as the writings of another, I should say that what dis-

tinguished

them from other works

which they give

of fiction is the

prominence

to social conditions; that the individual characters

are here treated to a greater degree than elsewhere as parts of a

study of a society

—as in some sense the

logical results of the envi-

ronment. Whatever may be the rani assigned to these stories as
works of literary art, they will always have a certain value as ma-

Not that in writing them
any such purpose was consciously present; it is what we do withBret Harte
out exactly intending it that is most characteristic".
Though Poe and Hawthorne, he
voices the same general opinion.
00
says,
wrote excellent short stories, "their work did not indicate
sufficient knowledge of American geography".
By American geography Harte means more than mere place; he means the distinctive institutions of American society as conditioned by locality. He
has in mind "the instinct of vicinage", as Howells uses the
000
phrase in this sentence:
"If the reader will try to think what
the state of polite learning would now be among us, if each of our
authors had studied to ignore, as they have each studied to recognize, the value of the character and tradition nearest about them,
I believe he will agree with me that we owe everything that we
terials for the student of social history.

now

are in literature to their instinct of vicinage".

stinct of vicinage'

ism in

'

lies at

Now

the"in-

the basis of representative institutional -

and

this instinct, though not wholly absent from
our short stories written before 1870, did not become dominant
and characteristic until the decades following.
In American humor the question is, Do we laugh with the indiliterature,

vidual and at the group, or at the individual

and

with the group?

°The Forum, November 1890.
00

1 he Cornhill Magazine, July, 1899.

000

The North American Review, March, 1910,

Georgiajjfictiorii

He

is

discussing Mr.

Harbeu

s
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The answer

is

not far to seek: the American people laugh with the

individual, with the

man who

maintains an indefpasible posses-

sion of himself; they laugh at the

man whom

the conventional

trappings of institutionalism seem to have de-indivi<lualized and

thus to have converted into the complacent representative of a
The butt is usually an office-holder, because in the popu-

group.

mind

office, whether in

church or state, tends to inbecomes the man on horseback, and in
wits-combats popular sympathy is overwhelmingly with the pedeslar

the toga of

stitutionalize.

The

officer

One illustration will suffice. You remember the story that
John Allen of Mississippi to Congress. He had been a private
in the War, his competitor a high officer.
The most fetching appeal that Allen's competitor used to make was his vivid descriptrian.

sent

Allen found it hard to offset
which ran about as follows: "Fellow citizens, go with

tion of the night before Gettysburg.
this appeal

me

in

imagination to the night preceding the awful carnage of

Gettysburg.

Can

T ever

forget it?

Never.

I lay in

my

tent

Naught was heard but the drip, drip,
drip of the pitiless rain, and the tramp, tramp, tramp of the lone
sentinel who guarded my tent". "I was that lone sentinel", called out Mr. Allen, and the tables were immediately and effectually
turned.
That seems to me eminently characteristic of American
It is
humor and equally characteristic of the American people.
not that we sympathize with the underdog though we do it is
rather our instinctive belief that the unofficered individual is more
genuine, more real, more deserving than the man whom fortune
has clothed with some form of institutionalism.
Mark Twain seems to me our most representative humorist, because he is invariably for the individual and against the
Read him again and note how consistently the laugh
institution.
expense
of the man who holds an office and who may
the
is at
thinking of the morrow.

—

—

much an individual as the repreexponent of institutionalism. American
humor stands'squarely by Burns's ringing words:
therefore be considered as not so
sentative of a group, the

"A prince can mak' a belted knight,
A marquis, duke, an' a' that;
But an honest man's aboon

his might,

19
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Guid faith he mauna fa'
For a' that, an' a' that,
Their dignities, an'

that!

a' that,

The pith o' sense, an' pride o' worth,
Are higher rank than a' that".
In that inspiriting stanza and in the

lines,

"The rank is but the guinea's stamp,
"The man's the gowd for a' that,"
Burns has written the constitution

of

has said incomparably what American

triumphant democracy and
humor has been trying to say

from Benjamin Franklin
In conclusion,

is

to Mr. Dooley.
our idealism individual or institutional?

Does
For both, as it should
there has been an advance

many?

it set

a goal for the one or for the

do.

But, as reflected in our literature,

from individualism to institutionalism.
American idealism that I mentioned a
period of thirty-six years.

Lanier wrote The Song of

The masterpieces
little

of

while ago cover a

Longfellow wrote Excelsior in 1841,
1877. It is not an

the Chattahoochee in

accident that Excelsior expresses a purely individual idealism, the
ideal of self -culture,

and that Lanier's poem expresses a

"My

idealism, the ideal of social service.
fellow,

"was

man

to display the life of a

temptations, laying aside

all fears,

of genius,

press

community

resisting all

heedless of all warnings, and

pressing right on to accomplish his purpose."

passion for

collective

purpose," said Long-

service that Lanier

Note now the

makes the

river ex-

:

"But

And

oh, not the hills of

Habersham,

oh, not the valleys of Hall

Avail: I

am

Downward

fain for to water the plain.

the voices of Duty call

—

*

Downward, to toil and be mixed with the main;
The dry fields burn, and the mills are to turn,

And
And

a -myriad flowers mortally yearn,
the lordly main from beyond the plain

Calls o'er the hills of

Habersham,

Calls through the valleys of Hall."

*

20
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The Americanism

American

of

literature consists primarily,

harmony between individualism and

then, in the balance and

in-

American literature shows these two forces to be
not antagonistic but complementary.
Americanism, ladies and
gentlemen, is democracy, and democracy is neither individualism
nor institutional ism. Tt is a blend of the two.
Above all,
democracy does not mean individualism at war with institutional ism,
or institutionalism at war with
individualism.
It
means
individualism
emancipating
and
enriching itself
through institutionalism and it means institutionalism steadying
and strengthening itself through individualism. The task of the
future is not to abolish or to ignore the one or the other, but to
make each serve the other and to make both serve the growing
demands of a progressive democracy.
stitionalism.

;

SPEECH BY MR.

C. D.

HOGUE

day of the University, and at her call come her
from all classes, from all sections. A birthday is singularly a time for recapitulation and congratulation.
There naturally arises a question of what there is in this present administration which ushers in the 118 year of the University's life that
It is the natal

children,

we

find of progress, of uplift, of advance.

tions of the University have been great.

and with

infinite toil that the

building was drawn.

The past administraIt was in them slowly

outline of the

The materials were

great

educational

selected with care; the

unsurpassed skill, yet these pioneers of the past
bequeathed to us little more than the clearly outlined building.

tools used with

It

was

left for

Among

the modern administrations to add

the interior.

the adminisi rations that have be^n concerned with inter-

nal improvement none has been

more

efficient,

more progressive

than the present. Under its capable and efficient management the
departments have become more distinct entities, each with its
separate appropriations, its separate head, yet all united closely

by frequent consultations, so that from the strength of the strong
may be aided and the who^ bettered In the academic
department probably the most noteworthy advance has been that
the weak
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in the standards.

Despite innumerable obstacles the University

has gradually lifted

its

entrance requirements until

now we may

say with well-founded pride that our requirements for admission
are surpassed by no sister institution and equalled by few.

University has

demanded with grim determination that the

paratory schools of the State meet these requirements.

—

It

The
pre-

has

meant the immediate losing for a
time of numbers of men it meant the facing of the disapproval of
many. Yet it was done unhesitatingly, and the act marked a ren-

taken

courage to do this

it

;

ascence in the education of the State.

The improvements
no

in the

less distinctly defined.

equipment and the faculty have been
can look with proud pleasure on

We

the departments of arts, of literature, of science, of history, of
languages, knowing that they take foremost rank in the nation.

At their head are men

of

power and acute technical training; their
by the concentrated

efficiency has been raised to the highest point

centralization along particular lines.

Nor has the faculty confined its
numbers among its members men
tional reputation.

influence to the State alone. It
of

both national and interna-

Largely influential in this formation of repu-

Inestimably aided by an
unsurpassed library they have done work that has placed the Uni-

tation have been their literary activities.

versity at the

head

of

Southern institutions in original research and

investigation.

Nowhere has the improving hand of the administration been
more effective than in the professional schools. Time was, and
that not long ago, when the professional schools were composed of
one professor each, usually some prominent man, retired from
active life, who was the school itself.
Now all the schools are in
the hands of well-trained, enthusiastic and efficient men.
In the

Law

department, with which I

am more

quainted there are in the faculty three able
,

thoroughly ac-

men who

devote their

whole time to the work of the school; the library, though capable
of improvements, is still almost adequate to meet the needs of the
students; the building, a classic in

its

simple beauty,

ranged so as to afford a better working place,

is

being ar«
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In the medical and pharmaceutical departments we find the

same marked

progress.

They are soon

to go into a

new

build-

which gives promise of being one of the most distinctive and
impressive on the campus. In both the faculties have been enlarged, the student bodies increased, the equipment bettered and
made more adequate. In all of these we find the graduation requirements far ahead of the State requisites for practicing the re-

ing,

spective professions.
efforts and accomplishments
toward better training of its students, the more
faithful performance of the trust imposed upon it by the State, I
have purposely stressed the brightest side of things. There are,
Only dead organisms need no change.
of course, dark spots.

In this brief resume of the splendid

of the University

But there is so much of good, so very much that justifies hope and
faith and loyalty that we cannot but feel optimism should be the
dominant note in these humble birthday thoughts. There is much
more to be done by the University; much more to be done by the
Yet as we stand here amid the
State in support of its ofTsping.
throbbing, pulsing activity of a great university's life we cannot
fail to

believe that the path of progress

is

that of the University;

coming years still further into
the realm of achievement. It is our duty to work with all the
courage of strong hearts, with all the tenderness of supreme loyalty, with all the purpose and tenacity of profound faith.
that along this path

it

shall go in

SPEECH BY MR.

L. N.

JOHNSTON

"No man lives or dies to himself." This statement signifies
that every man must have certain fundamental relations with his
This last statement implies that no man is really a
fellow man.
his own private affairs with so much eagerness
pursues
who
man
become unmindful of the well-being of his relationship to
To be concrete: no physician,
those among whom he may live.
zealous
in securing and mainmay
be
who
so
teacher,
or
lawyer
as to

taining his individual interests as to forget his duty as a voter,
can be termed anything more than a man closely approximat-

ing the Rnbin*on Crusoe type.

No farmer

is

a farmer

alone,

he
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a citizen; no preacher

civil

engineer

is

is
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a preacher alone, he

a civil engineer alone, he

is

an

is

elector;

The

a voter.

no

differ-

man and a small man is that the great man
be who, in his effort to advance his own individual interests,
does not neglect the welfare of his community; while the small
man is he who is so anxious to secure his own personal interests
that he becomes indifferent to the well-being of his community.
Then it is to that we do to forget our daily routine duties and
celebrate the birthday of our University, an institution whose purpose it is to train its students to do well their several vocations,
and at the same time to endeavor to bring them to be mindful of
ence between a great
is

their relations to those

whom
The

among whom they must

we have

question

student must do to

fit

and among

consider

to

which he

lives

The University

—

is

to fit himself to

student, to

fit

member

to be

himself to become a

employed

civil

to solve the

To prepare himself

that profession.

of the

do well the part

informs himself as to the methods that a

and the means

what the

University

himself to enter willingly and intelligently

into the performance of his duties as a
in

live

they are to carry into execution their chosen calling

community

of a citizen.

civil

engineer,

engineer must use

problems peculiar to

to enter into the geological

survey, the University student studies geology.

become acquainted with the problems

of one's

Then

if

one

particular

is

make one proficient in that profession, one should to
come a good citizen, to become a leader in one's community,

sion to

to

profes-

beac-

quaint himself with the requirements of a citizen, the problems
that a citizen has to solve
to perform.

and the duties that true citizenship has

"No citizen should be unmoral and economic questions that are
Then, while we are preparing ourselves

Cardinal Gibbons says,

mindful of the

political,

agitated around

him."

we should keep well informed as to the political, moral and economic questions that today agitate our State. Are we doing this? Are we, in our eagerness to beat Virginia on Thanksgiving Day, forgetting the great
problem of taxation that now agitates our State? Are we, in our
heated discussions as to what will be the fate of Ty Cobb in his
to be citizens, it is reasonable to say that
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next baseball campaign, unmindful of the great questions of the
initiative and referendum that are to be settled by the Supreme
Court of our nation?

The

best

way

to

answer these questions

items we read in our current literature.

is

It

to enquire as to

what

has been declared that

about three out of four of us read the sporting pages in the newspapers and the fiction part of the magazines, and scarcely note
the political and economic columns.
One out of four of us, it has
been observed, possesses some definite knowledge of the current
Then, according to our requirepolitical and economic questions.

ments

in preparation for citizenship,

out of four that

is

nomic questions,

we

find about

one student

concerned about the present political and eco-

interest in

which one must possess

oneself for intelligent citizenship.

What

to

prepare

are the other three out

doing? Are they attending their reciAre they preparing themselves for their chosen
Are they, in neglecting to keep abreast
vocations in life? Yes.
of the political, moral and economic questions of the day, preparAre seventy-five pering themselves for intelligent citizenship?
cent of our number, by being indifferent to the public questions
that agitate our nation and State, getting ready actively and
If not, then
intelligently to meet the demands of good citizenship?
of four University students

tation?

Yes.

we should

let this

sacred occasion, the birthday of our University,

our nation and State for true

impel us to vespond to the

call of

and interested

and cause us

citizenship,

intelligent, useful

service.

and

unselfish citizens,

to prepare ourselves to be

which

is

our

reasonable

GREETINGS FROM ALUMNI
The following letters and telegrams of good wishes were received
from Alumni and friends of the University and were read byPresident Venable on University Day.
Madisonville, tenn., Oct. 9, 1811.

You

me

alumnus of the University. It is the one
deep regret of my life that I was unavoidably prevented from taking the degree which would entitle me to the honor which I long
for.
The University of North Carolina is the University in whose
success in every department I believe.
No opportunity to speak a
good word for her ever escapes me. T am training a son who I
address

may

hope

My

as an

houors at U. N. C.
you on the 12th.
Success to our
Most respectfully,
Cecil B. Brown.

realize his father's desire in taking

thoughts will be

of

University.

Wynne,

me

Allow

Ark., Oct. 9th, 1911.

most sincere and cordial greetings
deep interest in all you may do for the upbuild-

to send herewith

with assurances of

ing of the "People's University."

And may

she ever be a foun-

tain of living waters flowing out into all parts of our land.

Fondly and truly yours,

George F. Dixon.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 10, 1911.

This morning

my

intention to

college

send

opened

me

here.

wishes, I

am

my

heart

come back

all

my

is

wandering back

to Carolina.

to the Hill this year,

plans were broken up.

but just

It

was

before

The Lord saw fiVto
With best

Boys, take Virginia's scalp this time.

Yours

for Carolina,

William H. Johnson.

Long

life

Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S. C, Oct. 10, 1911.
and prosperity to my Alma Mater.
Alice E. Jonbb.
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Spartanburg/ S. C, Oct.
your circular, invitingfme to.be
join in the celebration of University Day, October 12,
thank you for the kind remembrance. I desire most
I

have

just received

12, 1911.

present and

and wish

to

heartily

to

be on hand, and for one day be a college boy again, but the stern
demands of business say no. In mind and spirit, however, I will

among

you, and trust that it will be a great day for the Univerand may gladden the hearts of all those connected with her.
Wishing you every success in your work this year, praying God's
constant blessing on my Alma Mater now and always, I am
be

sity,

Sincerely,

M. R. Hamek,
Windsor, N.
Bertie
'79.

Alumni

We

eating

C,

'84.

Oct. 12, 1911.

their dinner with Francis

D. Winston,
send our loving greeting and loyalty to Alma Mater.
Francis Gillam, Secretary.
Cuthbert, Ga., Oct. 12, 1911.

Heartiest congratulations and renewed expression of loyalty to
Geo. V. Tilley.
my Alma Mater on this, another birthday.

Cheer and
ciation.

greetings from

May

Birmingham, Ala., Oct 12, 1911.
Birmingham Alumni to Mother Asso-

the year 1912 be the most prosperous of her

years of usefulness.

W. H. Oldham,

Sec.

many

and Treas.

Wilmington, N. C, Oct. 11, 1911.
Congratulations to the "Doctor" on the birthday of his UniverMany happy returns of the day. On to Richmond!
sity.

Charles Venable,
Greensboro, N.

The faculty and students

of the State

C,

'10.

Oct. 12, 1911.

Normal and

Industrial

College send greetings to the University on this the one hundred

and eighteenth birthday of the University. They wish
ued progress and success in every line of endeavor. I
personal good wishes to faculty and students.
Julius

I.

for contin-

also

send

Foust, President.
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C,

Asheville, N.

We

wish

for our

We carry

years.

Alma Mater

Oct. 12, 1911.

prosperity during the

coming

with us to California a love and reverence

fo

Hampden Mill,
Isaac W. Hughes,
J. Winder Hughes.

her that will never cease.

Texarkana, Ark, Oct. 12, 1911.
J. M. Porter, '08.

Congratulations and best wishes.

tfew York, Oct. 12, 1911.

Cordial greetings and best wishes for the continued progress of

Charles Baskerville.

the University.

Chicago,

111.,

Sorry that I cannot be with you in body as
University has

all

of

my

very best wishes, and

tinued progress and prosperity.

Oct. 12, 1911.

am

in spirit.

The

I rejoice in its

con-

I

J.

M. Morehead.

Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 12, 1911.
McLain send greetings to Al-

Rose, Jones, Koiner, Parrish and

ma Mater from

Schenectady.

We

are celebrating with a theatre

party.

Greensboro, N.

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

Greensboro Alumni Association sends greetings.

become known

versity

progress,
stantial

of all

and continue the leader

— a great People's University

way by sending our

.

We

May

the Uni-

of the State's

celebrate in

a

sub-

Alumni fund.
Greensboro Alumni Association.
J. E. Rkooks, Pres. and Secy.
contributions to

Santiago, Cuba, Oct. 11, 191
Heartiest greetings to

all.

Lloruns Brothers.
Greensboro, N.

The

old boys everywhere

nities to serve

C,

remember the day.

Oct. 12, 1911.

We

seek opportu-

our State through our University.

W. H.

Swift, Field Mgr., Alumni Association.
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Wilmington, N. C, Oct.

12, 1911.

Greetings from Wilmington Alumni, and wishes for continued

Wilmington Alumni Association.

success.

Raeford, N.

An Alumni Club
seventeen strong.
ter.

for

Hoke county

will

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

be organized

tonight,

Banquet tonight. Greetings to our Alma MaDickson, McLean, Thomas.

Hangchow, China, Oct.
Loyal greetings and best wishes from Hangchow.

11, 1911.

Affectionate-

E. E. Barnett.

ly yours always,

Raleigh, N.

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

The Wake County University Alumni Association, one hundred
and fifty strong, sends loving and affectionate greetings to their
Alma Mater on this her one hundred and eighteenth birthday.
Perrin Busbee, President.
McColl, S.

To

their beloved

Alma Mater

the McColl

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

Alumni today extend

—

most hearty congratulations. Here's to Carolina. J. C. Moore,
D. Hamer, W. D. Milican, C. R. Gibson, R. S. Fletcher, J. N.

Mangum, W.

C. Lester.

Macon, Ga., Oct.

12, 1911.

We

send greetings and congratulations on your 118 anniverThough out of the borders of the Old North State, we assary.
sure you of our love and loyalty for our Alma Mater.

C

P. Coble,

Ernest C. Herring.

Spray, N.

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

Greetings from Alumni of Leaksville and Spray.

F. N. Cox.

C, Oct. 12, 1911.
Alma Mater many happy

Asheville, N.

Asheville

Alumni wish the dear

and prosperous returns

old

of the day.

Haywood Parker,

for

Alumni.
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C,

Burlington, N.

Alamance County Alumni

Oct. 12, 1911.

of the University send greetings

pledge their best support for the future prosperity of their

W. H.

Mater.

E. S.

and

Alma

Carrroll, Pres.

W. Da meron

,

^Secy

Los Angeles, CaL, Oct. 12, 1911.
Greetings to our

Alma Mater and our

Oscar Newby,
J. S.

Webb,

R. Thompson

My

on

heartiest best wishes

her birthday.

Webb.

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 12, 1911.
heartiest best wishes from the Blue Grass for the continued

Carter Dalton.

prosperity of our great University.

Montgomery
All interest

and enthusiasm

for the great

Ala., Oct. 12, 1911.

work

of our great Uni-

H. B. Battle.

versity.

Salisbury, N.

May her
The University
stimulate the Commonwealth
:

glorious past

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

and present usefulness

to full appreciation of her splendid
achievements and permit the realization of her mission, Educa-

tional training,

Granville
to light the

—

—

is

Rowan Alumni.
Walter Murphy.
Oxford, N. C, Oct. 12, 1911.
Alma Mater. May she continue

the hope of the

Alumni salute their
way for all true Carolinians.

A.

W. Graham,

Gastonia, N.

C,

Pres.

Oct. 12, 1911.

Gaston County Alumni send greetings
Meeting tonight. Vive
la Alma Mater.
A. G. Mangum, for the Alumni?
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 12, 1911.
Birthday greetings to dear old Carolina. The Carolina Club at
Harvard is among the Yankees in flesh, but with Carolina in
spirit today.
Sterling Carrington, Don Ray, Kenneth Tanner,
Duls, E. J. Newell, Roy ster Brothers, Hoffman, Macaulay Costner,

—

Harding Hughes.
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Mooresville, N.

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

To our Alma Mater the Mooresville Alumni send greetings. Accept our united congratulations for the commendable progress on
the Hill.
Shall have our smoker tonight
E. W. Brawley, Pres.

—

A. C. Kirby, Secy. W. D. Gilmore, Z. V. Turlington, A. L. Starr,
E. O. Randolph, Boyd Mullen, M A. White, T. W. Voils.
;

Rocky Mount, N. C, Oct. 12, 1911.
greetings and best wishes for its
continued growth and prosperity. Rocky Mount Alumni Ass'n.
J. B. Ramsey, Pres.
R. M. Wilson, Secy.

To our Alma Mater we send

Fayetteville, N.

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

Hail, mother dear, on thy birthday!

Loyal and Loving Sons of Cumberland.

Love and greetings

We

rejoice with

with you.

Sewanee, Tenn., Oct. 12, 1911.
Henry C. Smith.

of the day.

Winston-Salem, N. C, Oct. 12, 1911.
you on your anniversary and regret not being
Winston-Salem Alumni Association.
Albemarle, N.

To the

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

and student body, greetings. Our hearts are
with you on this the one hundred and eighteenth anniversary of
the University.
We reflect with joy upon our Alma Mater's past
faculty

achievements.

We

We

look with pride on her present advancement.

pledge ourselves to her future success and welfare.

— W.

L.

Mann, R. L. Smith, L. V. Dunlap, G. D. B. Reynolds, W. H.
Suggs, J. R. Price, J. D. Bivens, R. E. Smith,

W.

A. Smith.

New Bern, N. C, Oct. 13, 1911.
Craven County Alumni at an enthusiastic smoker last night
pledged thirty dollars to the Field Secretary and a scholarship;
and send their hearty congratulations to the University.
W. M. Dunn,

Jr., Secy.
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C,

Greenville, N.

Oct. 12, 1911.

East Carolina Teachers' Training School sends greetings. We
Robt. H. Wright, Pres.
wish you every success.
Lexington, N.

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

We are watching football team. May it prove worthy of greatHeartiest congratulations.
est University in the South.
Davidson County Alumni Association.
J. H. Spruill, Secy.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 12, 1911.

The dear old University and I are celebrating our anniversary
The oncoming of the years only intensifies my love for
today.

my

dear old

Alma

Mater.

God

bless

Julian S. Carr.

it.

Kinston, N.

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

Lenoir County Alumni Association sends greetings of love and
loyalty

and hearty

wishes for

its

congratulations to

its

Alma Mater and

bes

continued great success and prosperity.
E.

Henderson, N.

M. Land,

C,

Secy.

Oct. 12, 19 11.

Vance Alumni send greetings. Psalms one twenty two; seven.
R. B. Henderson, '57; R. A. Bullock, '60; Andrew J. Harris,
'94; J.

H.

Bridgers, '90.

Clinton, N.

Sampson County Alumni send

greetings

C,

Oct. 12, 1911.

and

wishes.

I.

Whitsett, N.

C,

good
Wright.

heartiest

C.

Oct. 12, 1911.

Greetings and best wishes to the University upon this glad day

She has been a blessing

to the State

through the past;

may

her

service be even greater in the future.

Whitsett Institute.
W.T.Whitsett, Pres.

I

sity

Ada, Oklahoma, Oct. 5, 1911.
have just received announcement of the celebration of UniverDay, October 12. I have not had an opportunity of re-
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turning to the University since

ways been

a'

of

my Alma

me

my

graduation in 1896, but I have
which pertains to the welfare

interested in everything

Mater.

to be there

I

wish very

and meet some

much

that

of the fellows

it

were possible for
there from

who were

1901 to 1906.

There are perhaps a d^zen University Alumni in this State, and
our purpose to effect an organization sometime during this
I am sure that everyone is anxious to do his part of any
year.
effort looking toward the advancement of the University.
With sincere regards and best wishes, I am,
Very truly yours,
Chas. W. Briles,

it is

President East Central State Normal School.

New York, Oct. 16, 1911.
New York on Saturday evening, the
14th, celebrated University Day with a beefsteak dinner held at
Reisenweber's, Eigth Avenue and Forty-Eigth Street, New York
The Alumni Association

of

There were thirty members present, and garbed in white
aprons and grotesque caps they enjoyed themselves to a very great
extent, being presided over by Judge Augustus Van Wyck, and
properly chaperoned by Rev. St. Clair Hester of Brooklyn.
City.

The entertainment committee
to our

Alma Mater on

is

instructed to send best wishes

this occasion

Jas. A.

Gwyn,

A. M. Carr,
Francis Gudger,

Committee.

ALUMNI GATHERINGS
AT CHARLOTTE
Gathered in annual conclave on University Day to renew their
spontanenus pledge of fealty to their alma mater, several score

alumni

North Carolina entered last night with
and genuineness of interest into a discussion of

of the University of

heartiness of spirit

plans to increase the usefulness of that institution.

And

attest-

ing reality of their regard, and proving their faith by their works,

they raised on the spot a considerable

sum

to further the

work

of

organizing the alumni of the State into a position of efficiency and

deserved influence.

The dining room

of the

Southern Manufacturers' Club was the

scene of one of the most inspiring banquets ever given by the local

Elaborate preparations had been made by a committee
which spared no efforts. The cuisine was unexceptionable and
there was present every element contributory to pleasure.
President William F. Harding, president of the Mecklenburg
Alumni Association, was toastmaster, and proved himself admirably fitted for this exacting task. From start to finish there was

alumni.

never a

moment

of lagging interest.

Professor Marcus Cicero Stephens Noble, Professor of Pedagogy
in the University,

was present

as guest of

tion, as representative of the institution.

ulty representative was

a

new and

honor by

special invita-

The presence

interesting

of

a fac-

feature,

which

proved a drawing card of resultful magnetism. He came with no
formal, elaborate, set address.
No one expected one from him.

But he brought an inspiring message such as could only come
from one in intimate touch with every phase of the University.
On such an occasion as that of last night he was perfectly at home.
Enthusiastically received by an ovation when he rose, he was given the closest of attention throughout his speech, which was easily
spoken, and unaffected, but which had the sincere, personal touch
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which

is

winning.

He had

his audience with

Professor Noble spoke from
ing.

Tt

was

of the sort

which

1

:

is

work which the University

is

him from

the start.

40 o'clock until 12 30 this morn:

a successful challenge to the

Frequently he grew

portorial art.

men

1

re-

portraying the

eloquent in

doing and has done for the young

of the State, irrespective of

their

wealth

or

poverty.

His

address was rich in illustration drawn from both past and pres-

He

ent.

painted an inspiring picture of the present achievements

of the institution.

He

told of the

new medical building which

going up, and gave backing to the rumor that the university
build a

is

is

to

commodious dormitory which has long been a pressing
is also a movement to build a $40,000 educational

There

need.

building for broader purposes than

those

of

the higher studies

only.

One

of the first speeches of

who spoke

Stephens,
zation.

the

George
on the value of organi-

He pointed out
men work separate-

His was the business man's viewpoint.

the difference in results achieved
ly

evening was by Mr.

briefly but cogently

when

several

and when the same men work together.

was a striking and
which he applied to

It

forceful presentation of a general principle,

the alumni to show the value of concerted effort for the university.
Discussing the proposed plan of better organization, Mr. Charles

W.

Tillett, Jr., of the class of 1909, said:

"Mr. Harding,

in asking

me

to speak tonight, requested

say something representative of the younger

And

men

of

me

to

the alumni.

something of a task to construct a speech equal to
have experienced no difficulty at all in deciding
what that subject shall be. The thing which is universally characteristic of the graduates of the present time is an intense desire
to do something of actual practical benefit to the university.
"It is usually the custom at these university day banquets for
while

it is

my

subject, I

the

members

of the association to listen to the orators of the occa-

sion, to agree with the speakers

practical

benefit

away with a

that

who remind them

university

training

desire to do something

lege something of the debt they

owe

which
it.

is

will

And

of the

to

tremendous

them and

to go

repay to the col-

with the passing of
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But tonight

it is

We

different.

no

and

definite

be turned to a

have a very definite and

very tangible plan to offer you.

"The plan

to

which

I refer is the

one which Mr.

W. H.

Swift

outlined to a few of us when ho passed through the city some
weeks ago. When I first heard it I had the feeling which you

who have not heard

it will

distinct feeling that

it

doubtless experience

was not

practical, that

it

also.
I had the
was vague, that

I am frank to admit that I still believe
some of these defects; but I am also
frank to admit that I believe we will commit a very serious error
if we do not push this plan for everything it «is
worth. The defects are such as will be easily worked out in time.
In fact, I
doubt if anything really big was ever planned out thoroughly and

it

was up in the

that

it is

air.

And

guilty of having

perfectly from the very beginning.

I

do not think for a minute,

when he commenced the Brooklyn
Bridge, or Harriman when he commenced on his magnificent railway combination, knew from the beginning exactly how they were
going to accomplish the thing they were working for. They simply sat down with the plans that were at hand and worked according to them. They saw fallacies in the plans and as they
worked they discovered more. But the very work which discovered to them these fallacies discovered to them also the ways to
for instance, that Roebling

mend

the fallacies.

And

Swift has offered to us.

so I believe
If

it

will be with the plan

Mr.

the great body of alumni in the State

it and work on it they will undoubtedly find many defects.
But as the vaporous defects vanish a strong and healthy substitute
will grow up and in the end we will accomplish 'the end we are
working for, the making of a greater University.

accept

"And

Mr. Toastmaster, if you ask me w hat is the spirit
young alumni I will say to you that it is an
intense desire to seize on something definite and tangible and carry it through."
so,

T

characteristic of the

Mr. Brent S. Drane of the class of 1902 followed Professor
Noble with an inspiring speech.

3B
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"What

he asked, "in the last analysis, that to each of
worth living? It is the healthy pride of each of us,
within himself, in what he is. The individual differences between those things which to different men go to accomplish this
feeling are what make the world the complex thing it is.
The

us makes

business

it,"

is

life

man, who

sees his organization gaining strength

fluence through his sagacity

and honorable dealing;

and

in-

the profes-

whatever profession, who can see the circle of those
him for guidance widening, as the result
of his square dealing; the clergyman who knows in his heart
that he is devoting the best that is in him to the advancement of

man,

sional

who

of

look confidently to

the cause of right thinking and living in his community; the
in the field, the

man

in the shop, in

whose attitude toward

his

work

is

these comes as a result of what he

the keynote of the joy to

him

whatever line

sincere
is

of

and clean;

man

endeavor,
to each of

the pride in himself that

is

of living.

you men who have
In your business,
in
living your professional lives, you have set a standard
which is looked up to by your fellows. That which we admire in
yon is that which gives you your joy in living your lives and your
pride in what you are.
And among us, too, are the rest of us!
Most of us have done nothing great; but everyone of us has in his
life things that to him are big and fine
things that make him
proud that he is himself. And just in that proportion that we
treasure these things do we cultivate that satisfaction in ourselves
and attain that which represents the joy of living our lives. Of

"Of our numbers here now,

achieved eminence in your chosen

there are of
life

work.

—

—

course, these things differ in intensity, in the direct necessity of
their claim

on

and

us,

in their worthiness of

our best

efforts.

every one that contributes to our pride in being ourselves

mendously worth

"Of
er

or

all

all

sity,

But
tre-

cultivating.

what one common to all of us here is cleanthan our heritage as Chapel Hill men? Are not the

th^se things,

finer

memories

we

is

of

some

of the things that

got together

our college

we accomplished

— when our love and loyalty to the

spirit,

there,

when

old Univer-

became a great wave which swept every-
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accomplishment of our hopes— are they not

the most satisfying, heart-warming memories that our lives

hold?

"Can we

afford to lose from our lives, through neglect, a source

inner pride in our lives so clean and exalting?

of

no matter how great
ford to lose

it

;

for it is

buy the equivalent

"Our meeting
old

University;

No one

of us,

his pre-occupation with his business, can af-

an heritage which nonbusiness success can

for.

here together

and

this is

is

the expression of our love for the

mighty well worth while.

But does

meeting together once each year adequately cultivate the resources within us of fuller interest in life, and of its expression in

this

helpfulness outside?

We

believe that

we can do more

ourselves a stronger interest in

life

for ourselves in

as University

awakening in

men

.

The means

We

need only to keep in closer touch with our UniverThat means something more than simply mentally clapping
sity.
our hands when we happen to see some item of good news from the
Hill in our morning paper.
We must do something to attain it.
is

simple.

And

that brings us to the point.

"We

we can accomplish this and far more by the
an alumni secretary. The plan was formulated at
the general assembly of the alumni last June. The idea is to put
a forceful and energetic man in the field, whose whole fluty will
be to keep all the alumni in touch with the affairs of the University, and with pach other.
This he will do by keeping in personal
touch with our alum nV organizations where they already exist,
and at the same time, by editing The Alumni News, a monthly
publication which shall be put into the hands of each of the 7,000
alumni without subscription cost. Many of us think that this
publication, by serving as an open forum for free publication and
discussion of all matters wherein we older sons of the University
could enter into the guidance of her affairs from the standpoint of
our knowledge of things outside, will be of great and lasting benefit.
"It should be the demand of our strong body gathered in this
county [to strongly forward this plan and I believe that we will
believe that

employment

of

;
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acquit ourselves in a

back to the

first

manner

suggestion I

be sure that every effort

we

which we
have tried

Coming

will take pride.

in

you may-

to emphasize,

make

individually

as loyal sons of the

University will be many times
freshening of that inner feeling that we are of some real good after
repaid in

a\l."—(!harlottfi Observer, Oct.

the strengthening and

31.

AT RALEIGH
The Wake County Alumni Association

celebrated

the 118 an-

North Carolina last night in the
At 8.30 o'clock the
private dining rooms of Giersch's Cafe.
Alumni sat down to an elaborate and palatable banquet. President Perrin Busbee called the association to order and requested
niversary of the University

Hon. R. H.

Battle to invoke the divine blessing.

After the repast
fitting

<>f

Hon.

J.

Y. Joyner, as toastmaster,

a brief,

in

address introduced the chief speaker of the evening,

Edwin Mima,

Dr.

Professor of English in the University.

Mims

began by saying that he had just come from the Uniwhere the day had been most fittingly celebrated. One of
the most inspiring features of the day was the number of telegrams
of good cheer from alumni in the various States of the Union and
in foreign countries.
Continuing, he spoke in part as follows:
Dr.

versity,

"I should

—

two distinct notes here tonight the one
great State has not risen to the
highest endeavor and achievement in the building of
like to strike

a note of disappointment that a

point of

its

and the one I should prefer
The University, planted one hun-

a great educational system; the other,
to -tress, a note of

optimism

.

dred and eighteen years ago,
State draws

its life.

The

is

rooted in the soil out of which the

history of the University

and

connected with her, as students, trustees and professors,

is

of those

in large

the history of our State

"One

of the

most inspiring scenes

my

was the return of
who, pre f erring to honor their State with service,
than honor themselves
with the embellishments of scholarship, went out to battle with
of

those Confederate veterans to the last

life

commencement

—
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—to receive their diplomas and the plaudits

of their

alma

performed

for tasks bravely

"But whatever may have been the University's glory in the
work of the present is no less glorious. Wherever there
is work to be done, University men with brain and industry are
ready to do it. In the field of education, law, medicine, and inpast, her

dustry University

a

It is

vice.

men have

distinguished themselves in high ser-

fact of great significance that

one of her sons for ten

years has so wisely shaped the educational policies of the State.

beg to

the

attention to

call

Foust, of Guilford; Judd, of

signal

service

Wake; and Massey,

the field of public school administration.
tary of the State Historical Commission

much

of

Durham,

Connor as

in

secre-

much to
Hookworm Commission,

has contributed

Dr. Ferrell, of the

the State's history.

Mr.

I

Superintendents

of

our people and therefore to the
High among the business men of the State
stand George Stephens, of Charlotte, and Julian S. Carr, Jr., of
Durham.
"No administration has been more significant than the present
one of Dr. Francis P. Venable. The University has expanded in
The number of professors of the various facevery department.
This growth is especially marked in
ulties has been multiplied.
the departments of English, Medicine and Science.
The UniverNo institution south
sity library is worthy of especial mention.
has added

to the health of

wealth of the State.

of Baltimore, except

annually as

much

perhaps the University of Texas, expends
purchase of books as the University of

for the

In athletics and debate

North Carolina.

the University takes a

high stand.

"But the University
Peabody College
larger influence

State

the

in

was among the

versity, so

may her

university should

With

is

at the

opening of a new

will soon be opened,

professional

first of

life

will

of the

her Southern sisters

University be the

mean

which

first to

The 'new
mean a much

era.

State.
to

As

this

found a uni-

conceive what a real

in the life of a State."

his first sentence Dr.

Mims caught

the attention

of his

and held it until his last word. During the history of the
Wake Coonty Alumni Association it has not listened to so inspir?
hearers,

40
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Dr. Mims was frequently interrupted
with applause and when he finished there was one continuous round
ing and helpful an address.
of clapping.

The next speaker on the program was Mr. S. Brown Shepherd.
His theme was the spirit of the University in modern life. He
made a brief and inspirational address.
Toastmaster Joyner then announced that he would call on the
members at will. Tn a facetious manner he introduced ex-Judge
R. W. Winston, who in characteristic style provoked much laughter.
The next speaker was Hon. Percy Olive, who, as an alumnus of
Wake Forest College, was a guest of the association. He stated
that he had lived in many parts of the South.
Everywhere and
at all times he had been proud of the State's University.
Mr.
Olive stated that he had the honor of being a member of the General Assembly of 1905.
At that time he noted that the presidents
of the University and the State Normal and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction were interested in the educational situation of the metropolitan county.
He wished to do something to
put the county's public school system on high ground, and so
turned to a University man, the present
Z.

efficient

superintendent

V. Judd.
Dr. J. Y. Joyner stated that he would

to adopt Mr.
and added that there
were two ways of being an alumnus, being served by the University and serving the University.
Mr. Olive would qualify in the

Olive as a

member

be glad

of the University family,

way.
Other speakers were Mr. Frank Graham, of the Raleigh High
School, and Hon. R. H. Battle.
Dr. Joyner spoke of a movement to bring the alumni closer together and to put a secretary into the field for his full time for
upbuilding the University.
After some vigorous yells by the
younger members of the association, the meeting was turned over
to the president, Mr. Perrin Busbee.
A rising vote of thanks was extended Dr. Mims for his excellent

latter

address.

The

secretary was instructed

motion of Mr.

W.

J.

t<>

draw up

resolutions

of

Governor Kitch in and Col. Kenan. On
Andrews, the president was instructed to ap-

regret at the absence of
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the University Council.

dent Busbee stated that the success of the evening

Presi-

was largely due

work of the committee on arrangements, Messrs. J. B.
Cheshire, Samuel H. Farabee and John Boushali.
A vote of thanks was extended to these gentlemen.
President, Dr. J. Martin
The following officers were elected
Fleming; Vice-president, Mr. John W. Hinsdale, Jr.; Secretary,
to the

:

Joseph Blount Cheshire, Jr.
On motion a rising vote of thanks was extended to the retiring
president, Perrin Busbee.
After a short speech by President-elect Dr. Fleming, the assoThe News and Observer, Oct. 13.
ciation adjourned.

AT NEW YORK
Through the efforts of James A. Gwyn, Alfred W. Haywood,
and Francis A. Gudger, the New York City Alumni of the
University of North Carolina were treated to a rare entertainment
on Saturday night, October 14. Instead of arranging the usual

Jr.,

kind

and

of

dinner

— with spick-and-span

and unnecessary
dishes with French names

forks, agressive

tables, a profusion of knives

waiters,

and a

series of indi-

—the

committee provided a
''beefsteak dinner" at Reisenwebers, Eighth Avenue and FiftyEighth Street. When the alumni had gathered in the outer hall
they were led into a large room, at one end of which was a huge
open fire with broiling bars above. The cooks and the beefsteak
were nearby, and as soon as the Chapel Hillians took their seats
gestible

each at a

little

After that

it

rough, coverless table all his

was

all celery

own

the cooking began.

and beefsteak and bread and

beer,

about the only concessions to convention being a preliminary
course of raw oysters and after dinner coffee.

Long set speeches on weighty subjects had been tabooed, as the
profound disquisitions upon International Peace at the iast alumni
dinner had been declared sufficient provender of that kind for a
number of years. The anecdote and the reminiscence, the merry
quip and the jest, reigned supreme.
Judge Augustus Van Wyck,
Rev. St. Clair Hester and Dr. Charles Baskerville led in recount-
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ing

humorous incidents

of their college careers,

and were ably

followed by others.

The "hit"

of the evening

the authentic version of

why

was made by the alumnus who gave
a certain Goldsboro student,

years ago, escaped being expelled for playing poker.

It

many
seems

who was then president of the University
had accumulated what seemed to be incontrovertible evidence
He summoned the Goldsboro student
against the young gambler.
to his office and began the interview, rather mysteriously, with
that the astute educator

this question:

"Now, Mr

,

what would you think

if

you came down

to

my

house one night, looked through the window and saw, engaged in a game of poker, say Major Cain, and Professor Toy, and

Hume, and Professor Alderman, and
myself?"
"I don't know what your leading to with that question, Doctor," answered the youth, "but I don't hesitate to say I think
you'd skin 'em alive."
The ready compliment, combine'l with a promise "not to do it
any more," said the alumnus who regaled the dinner guests with
this yarn, was responsible for the Goldsboro student's staying on

Doctor Battle, and Doctor

and finishing

Among

his college course.

the alumni present at the "beefsteak dinner" were

Judge Van Wyck, Dr. Baskerville, Rev. St. Clair Hester, Frank
Mebane, Logan Howell, Frank London, A. Marvin Carr, Clairoorne Carr, Fred Hanes, Julian Talliferro, Cameron Buxton,
John Greenfield, J. D. Duncan, Dr. W. D. Price, James A. Gwyn,
Francis A Gudger, A. W. Haywood, Jr., L. G. Rountree, Louis
Graves, Quincy S. Mills, Stroud Jordan, Isaac Harris, Thomas
Hill, Dr. Henry C. Cowles, Jr., Holland Thompson, and Henry
B. Short.

Three negroes supplied music, and after these had completed
program some of the diners themselves volunteered as
entertainers.
The coffee period of the dinner was much enlivened by songs and artistic fancy dancing by Francis A Gudger, AW. Haywood, Jr., A Marvin Carr, Cameron Buxton, Thomas
Hill, Isaac Harris and Louis Gustavus Rountree.

their
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AT DURHAM
The celebration of University Day here yesterday was marked
by a banquet last eveniug, much the largest ever given for the
purpose and attended by some of the first citizens of North Carolina
The feature of the evening was the address of Prof. Horace
Williams of the chair of philosophy, whose subject, "Democracy
and the Corporations," was one of the most boldly presented ideas
given publication anywhere in a long time.

"I wish you

were

W. Toms said laughingly to him
after the address, and Mr. G. W. Watts pronounced it the most
logical address of the nature he had ever heard.
Dean W. I.
chief justice for awhile," Mr. <\

Cranford, himself a great philosopher, confessed the greatest pleas-

ure in the hearing, and the keenest delight was experienced

by

those safely by the pass marks at college and at the greatest odds

with the preachment of the speaker. The fact is, they had never
thought along that line. It stimulated thought, and "Horace"
believes he has no higher mission than this.
In the forty-eight guests were half a score of

Two supreme

men who rank

Judge
and Judge James Manning, of Durham,
were there. There were two superior court justices, Hon. Oliver
H. Allen, here holding court, and Hon. J Crawford Biggs, of the
There were also Mr. George W. Watts, world-wide
local bar.
philanthropist, distinguished layman, and many times millionaire;
Mr. Frank L. Fuller, noted corporation attorney, and the local
alumni who have distinguished themselves in their home town.
high in citizenship in the State.

court justices,

Piatt D. Walker, of Raleigh,

Judge Sykes, president and toast master, rapped for order at
10:55 and congratulating the alumni that the growth of the University has been so steady and the feeling for the institution so
e felt that nothing could be more fitting than
generally good,
!

that one,

who has shared

the destinies of the college through a

period of twenty-five years, should speak to them.
Professor Williams

and

affectionately

He

praised

denominated him "Horace".

Professor Williams stated his subject and declared that in his

classroom every

man

is

asked to think and

to talk

and that

if

his
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hearers do not agree with him, they

ment

in

may

register their disagree-

open meeting.

Declaring that there have been accomplished some things, the
problem solved by the church, politics in a democratic

religious

government, finance in the banks, culture in the universities,
man is left for future achievement.
It is an old adage that it is but three generations from shirt sleeve
Physical salvation is the outstanding problem of
to shirt sleeve.
This he declared
the day and America is to solve this problem.
the salvation of the physical

to be significant of the interest in athletics, in technical

and

schools

in pragmatic philosophy.

means organization
Professor Williams continued
"it means organization, it means system, it means solidity in the
It means permanence in the place of change,
place of chaos.
clearness and certainty in the place of confusion and doubt.
"The way to salvation passes along certain well marked stages.
The church had its era of feudalism." Here Professor Williams
made concrete examples of the advancement of the church, the
growth of great civilizations, by overcoming the less strong and
It has been the story of our life
"The story
less civilized races.
The rise
of nationality," he continued, "has been the same.
of the modern nation out of feudalism is the overthrow of competition among the petty and countless feudal countries and the
organization and the solidifying of all the political forces into a
masterful unit. The American colonies organized into a great
unit, the South American countries failed to do so, ^nd remain in
They are today jealous of each other, unorganized
a feudal state.
and without any part in the great forces of life.
"Let us bring the light of history to our tasks. Our problem
It concerns you and the world.
It
is individual and universal.
Spain did it when she slammed the door
is possible to go wrong.
in the face of the modern spirit and passed from the first place in
Europe to one of the lowest. We did it when the free silver ep*

, '

'Salvation

'

idemic swept like a fire over the states. Let us be wise. Let us
Let us have faith that Right makes Might.
"Let us erect a standard. The conditions are here. No land

face the facts.

has a fairer opportunity.

A

pound

of cotton

has a possibility of
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The action

while we grow poor raising it.
It is that of

is pitiful.

a child.

Resolutions do not

make prices. We need to organize our cotton industry. The
problem of the trust has been solved. The Augustine of business
has done his work. Our task is to apply his principles to our own
conditions and to find the right relation of law to business.
'

'Democracy

is

adequate.

the problem of government,

It

has a noble history.

it is

It

has solved

the people, for the people

'of

It has solved the problem of the church and
people.'
'Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's.'
"It has solved the problem of education. Give to every child
the opportunity to become full gro^n. Democracy can meet the

and by the
state.

present problem.

Here

is

a definition of democracy that I think

Any man can manage his business better than anydody
Let the apple tree grow, don't make
else can manage it for him.
Let the Quaker worship God after his own
it act like a peach tree.
Don't make him a Catholic. Let the railquiet beautiful way.
road manage its own business. Don't turn it over to the politiwill hold

:

cians.

"This seems a hard lesson to learn.

make

It is

such a temptation to

man do

right.
But we
must learn it or give up the principle of democracy. The peach
tree must let the apple tree grow according to the laws of the apThis is democracy and we must not lose our own faith when
ple.
we come to business. The principle of democracy is a profound
truth.
No living thing can grow save by its own laws. You cannot impose a law upon anything that has life. The entire body
Every type of life grows acof modern science teaches this truth
cording to the laws of its own nature. The principles of science
and democracy are the same. We call it local self-government in
one case, we call it a search for truth by analysis and experiment
in the other case.
If the law is not in the thing, why make an

go up to Damascus and

the other

.

analysis of it?

"The laws

of the

trine of freedom
of

democracy.

to business?

man

means.

man.

a deep truth.

is

what the doc-

It is

the principle

This

we throw away this principle when we come
we deny to industry the principle upon which

Shall

Shall

are in the
It is
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Shall

civilization rests?

the roadbed

What
of

if

a corporation?

is

we allow

the principles to the rocks in

a railroad and deny
It is

it

the railroad corporation?

to

organized business.

It is

a type

one kind brought together into one conscious system.

principle of organization applied to a type of business.

any harm
chaos,

and

in organization?

it is

barbarism.

in business.

"But

It is civilization.

Competition

country.

It is

a day of large things.

"Business

The form

The danger does not

not

is

lies

made by

industrial life

is

Well!

This

is

a great

Great universities are not

dangerous, great newspapers are a necessity.
organization?

there

feudalism in government

a trust.

is

Is

Disorganization

weakness.

It is waste, it is

a great corporotion

is

all

It is the

Why

not business

lie in size.

and the corporation the form it takes.
The laws of business are
life.
Professor Williams then showed how

in the nature of the
legislatures."

the Synod of Paris had arrested a scientific

movement devoted to
The church had

the study of drugs which would cure diseases.

declared that there was no

"The church made

way

to cure disease except

by prayer.

a mistake," Mr. Williams said.

"But we

don't abolish the church for that."
"It

was a noble impulse

council of

to

study and cure disease.

Rheims forbade the study

difference between these edicts of the

of

medicine.

But the

Where

is

the

Synod of Paris and the council

Rheims and the Sherman

All are attempts to
anti-trust law?
by statute. It is not the function of the church to
thwart great impulses of the mind, it is not the function of government to throttle and dissolve great business achievements.
of

control

life

Such things belong

to the spirit of the

Dark Ages.

They

are not

enlightened, they are not wise, they are not democratic.

"But what of the evils of corporation? They are many and
The church has made mistakes. When Bruno began
his work for science the church seized him and burned him in
the city of Rome.
We did not abolish the church. We erected
a beautiful monument to Bruno on the very sp"t wdiere he was

grievous.

burned

to death for his heresy.

And

the church will not repeat

this sin.

"Governments have done

terrible things.

The remedy

is

not
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The church had to
The

government.

the great civilizing forces of mankind.

find
state

and adjust itself to the church, to the law of
The individual has to undergo a long process of
training.
He is a prodigal and makes grievous mistakes, but in
time he comes to himself and lives harmoniously with his father.
History will repeat itself in the case of the corporations. The corIt is the
poration is rapidly coming to see its place in our life.

had

to find its place

the individual.

international and local.

place of largest service,

it is

us physical salvation.

Let us be wise,

let

It will

bring

us organize the indus-

country into perfect units."
(Long applause.)
Judge Sykes arising to introduce Judge James S. Manning, said,
"I shall not attempt to point out my disagreements with Profes-

tries of this

sor

Williams,

but will

knows something

now

introduce a speaker

who

doubtless

"That's a
fine criticism, Judge Sykes," the professor laughed, and Judge
Manning responding to the toast, "The University as a Maker of
Lawyers," declared that the college had made lawyers and near(Great laughter)

of his subject."

lawyers, but that in all the great councils of the state, the
of lawyers trained at

"make"

ability to

Chapel Hill were found.

names

He doubted

its

lawyers.

Judge Sykes introduced Superintendent Carmichael, of the city
whose subject was "The Public Schools as a Feeder to the
Colleges'
He began by rebuking the committee for making him a
"feeder". He didn't like to feed anything with so big an appe-

schools,

'

tite as

He

.

a college.
revised his proposition

the state.

He

and made the

maker

separate and apart, but that of a

Judge Biggs made the last speech
Man His Duty as a Citizen

sity

colleges "feeders"

declared that the scholar's
of

life

isn't

to

monastic,

men.

of the evening,

"The Univer-

'

,

'

President Sykes announced the order of business and after reading
the minutes of the called meeting in April, and without opposi-

Mayor Brogden was chosen president.
by City Attorney S. C. Chambers.

tion,

He was nominated

Judge Biggs nominated Mr. W. D. Carmichael for vice-president,

,
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and he was unanimously elected. Mr. T. B. Pierce was unanL
mously re-elected. Mr. J. S. Hill moved the re-election of the
banquet committee for life tenure. It was referred to the new officers for action.

Durham Herald,

Oct. 13.

AT ELIZABETH CITY
The one hundred and eighteenth anniversary

of the

founding of

the University of North Carolina was celebrated last Friday evening by the

mans

Alumni

of the University of

Pasquotank and Perqui-

counties by an informal smoker at the Masonic Hall,

University

Day has become known

as the date on which the cor-

nerstone of the Old East Building was laid at Chapel Hill on Oc-

amid imposing ceremonies and this date has befamous in North Carolina history as the dates of the
Mecklenburg Declaration and the Halifax Resolutions which appear on the State flag.
Throughout the world wherever two or three University men
tober 12th, 1793,

some

as

are gathered together they celebrate the birthday of the institution
in

some way.

The

local

alumni have celebrated

this

day by ban-

quets and smokers for the past six years, sometimes having dis-

tinguished speakers to address

them and

informal gathering of their own.
the latter sort, as

it

at other times

having an

This year the meeting was of

was desired that a number of business matters
and that the time

pertaining to the University be attended to

usually given for after dinner addresses be devoted to a purpose of

more

direct benefit to the University.

The meeting was called to order and presided over by Mr. John
P. Overman, vice-president of the association, and after an excellent supper with some short speeches the members gave a few
moments from their festivities to pay due respect to their former
president, Mr. J. Haywood Sawyer, who had died since the last
meeting.

In Mr. Sawyer's death the association

lost its

most

val-

uable member and at the request of the president the committee
appointed by him to draw resolutions presented the following

which were unanimously accepted:
J.

Haywood Sawyer,

a

member

of the class of 1879,

and the
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up

organization

to his death,

has been called away from us since our la«t meeting.
versity

If the

Uni-

produces high and noble characters, he wa« indeed the

best type of the University

Always

alumnus.

Alma

loyal to his

Mater, always speaking in her behalf, always doing what

it

was his

opportunity to do for her advancement, living in the State the life of
a useful citizen which

it is

develop, he was such a

as justified the

Living a

er state education.
rity,

the highest function of the institution to

man

life

he shed honor on the^name

maintenance

of constant
of his

and

of high-

inflexible integ-

Alma Mater.

As president of this association he was ever an enthusiastic and
zealous

worker

for

its

usefulness

and

As a

success.

presid-

ing officer at our banquets, his like cannot be easily found.
shall miss
lost

him whenever we come

together and

feel

We

we have

much.

Therefore, be

it

resolved by the Elizabeth City

Alumni Associa-

tion of the University of North Carolina that in

death of J.

has

that

lost a

the untimely

Haywood Sawyer on August 25th last, the
noble son who fully exemplified her highest

University
ideals, the

State a valuable citizen, the association a splendid president

member, and

its

members a

and

friend.

That these resolutions be spread upon the minutes of the Assoand that a copy be published in the University Record,
and another be sent to the family of our departed member.
ciation

This October 13th, 1911.

W.

P.

Wood,

J. C. B.
J.

Ehringhaus,

Ken yon Wilson.

Mr. Chas. Whedbee of Hertford reported that at the last commencement the general association had undertaken to raise money
for the erection of a monument on the campus at Chapel Hill in
memory of those sons of the University who laid aside their studies
in the early sixties to serve their country on the field of battle, and

announced that the representative

of the local Association at that

time had made a pledge of $100.00 towards the monument.
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Mr.

Ehringhans also reported as one of the representameeting of the Alumni that the general association had been reorganized and placed
on a more substantial footing than ever before. The general plan
J. C. B.

tives of the local association to the general

of organization

may

be interesting to our readers and

is

in

sub-

stance as follows

There

is

mencement

to

be a general meeting of the

to be

known

as the General

in which each local association

is

Alumni

Aseembly

comAlumni

at each

of the

to be represented in proportion

members known
Alumni Council which is to have charge of the affairs of the
Association during the year and to bring the various Associations

to

membership.

There

a council of fifteen

is

as the

and harmonious action whenever their co-operation
needed for the University. This council met at last commencement and appointed a temporary field manager to canvass
the various Associations and secure their support for the general
movement, and to make arrangements for the final employment
of a general Secretary, whose sole business shall be to look after
the affairs of the Association and direct the Alumni in all needed
into concerted

is

measures.

This, of course, takes

are expected to foot the bills.

Whedbee and Ehringhaus

money and

the local Associations

After these reports from

Messrs.

the meeting was given over to raising

the funds necessary for these two purposes and the membership

responded with commendable generosity.

Elizabeth

City Weekly,

Oct. 20.

AT WILMINGTON
Enthusiastic

Alumni

members

anniversary of their

Alma

Wilmington Association of the
North Carolina, commemorating the

of the

of the University of

Mater, gathered at the festive board at

the Colonial Inn last night and partook of an elegant repast, held

a business meeting at which a more compact and active organization

was perfected, and made addresses that revived the

patriotic

college spirit of former days.

While the attendance was disappointing, the
iasm, which characterizes

all

interest

and enthus-

such gatherings of former Universi-
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ty students, was not lacking, and all present spent a delightful

evening.

At the business meeting preceding the banquet,
Esq., a trustee of the University and a

ton

bar,

member

acted as temporary chairman.

J.

of the

O. Carr,

Wilming-

Louis Goodman, Esq.,

responded to a request from the chairman and stated the object of
He told of the generthe meeting in a few well denned remarks.
being manifested in the occasion by students in cities
throughout the State; made some remarks about the small attendal interest

ance and said that the University

spirit, so far as existing in this

was embodied in the members present. He spoke of the
present period of progress and development at the University and
encouraged the college spirit that it might be manifest in a more
general manner on similar occasions and of the duty of loyalty
students owe their Alma Mater.
city,

A motion for 1he election of officers was carried and Graham
Kenan, Esq. placed in nomination Louis Goodman for president,
incidentally stating that he was the logical man for the place because he was in close touch with the alumni of the city and thought
he could bring about a better organization and create more interest among the members.
He|also spoke of the need of better college spirit and the lack of interest being taken by the Wilmington
alumni. On motion of Mr. Kenan, the election of Mr. Goodman
was made unanimous.
J.

0. Carr, Esq.

,

called the attention of those present to the

object of the University

Day

celebration

and took occasion

to

em-

phasize the need of some concrete and definite form to keep the
local

alumni

be taken.

in touch, in order that a

He

more general

interest

may

suggested a plan whereby an executive committee

be appointed to take a personal interest in the affairs of the alumni
to
of

and keep the members in close touch with the University; also
see the members personally and urge upon them the necessity
attending meetings and contributing to the funds for the supMr. Carr told of how the obserNorth Carolina and the
the University toward her alumni, saying in this con-

port of the general organization.

vance was carried out in other
feeling of

cities of

*
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nection

number of former stuMr. Carr's plan was voted upon
appointing the committee was left

that Wilmington had the largest

dents of any city in the State.

and adoped and the matter

of

to the discretion of the president.

Mr. Charles VanNoppen, of Greensboro, who is spending
some time in the city, took occasion to meet ^ith the local alumni, and made an interesting and pleasing speech, which was

He

heartily cheered.

spoke of the higher educational plan now

under way in North Carolina, which was being guided in its path
of progress by the University and its continual improvement, the
institution being second to none in the South.
He told of the
marked upbuilding of the institution and of the inadequate support given it by the State, and favored sending to the Legislature
men from the alumni of Carolina who would urge educational advantages.

Mr. Geo. Meares was then placed in nomination for secretary
by Graham Kenan, Esq., and was elected by a unanimous vote.
Mr. Goodman, the chairman, stated that he had received a letter from Mr. James Sprunt, a trustee of the University, expressing regret that he was unable to be present, but stating that he
would contribute to any fund the Association proposed to raise.
Mr. C. W. Worth then made a few remarks and the members adjourned to the banquet hall, where an elaborate course luncheon
was served.

The banquet

feature of the occasion had been arranged with

great precision under the supervision of Mrs.

was carried out

in a

D. Rountree,

and

most pleasing manner.

Mr. Louis Goodman, the chairman, acted as toast master and
those who responded during the evening were J. 0. Carr,
Esq Mr. Charges Venable, Dr. J. G. Murphy, Mr. Harry Solomon, Mr. Charles VanNoppen and Mr. Ruffin.

among
,

The decoration

in the banquet hall carried out with artistic

taste the colors of the University, blue

and white.

In conclusion

a toast was proposed to the University and the anniversary occaMormng
sion, and it was responded to with hearty good cheer.
Star, Oct.

13.
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AT BURLINGTON
The alumni of the University of North Carolina held an informal "social" in the Masonic hall in honor of University Day,
which was celebrated, according to custom on October 12, at the
University. Every alumnus present was called on for a short talk,
and good-natured jest was mingled with interesting reminiscence
until 10 o'clock; and after the speeches proceeded to the election
of officers of the County Association for the ensuing year with the
result that W. H. Carroll, of Burlington, was chosen president
and E.S.W. Dameron secretary -treasurer. A telegram was framed
and ordered to be dispatched to the president of the University
to be read on the 12th.
Tne pleasantries of the evening were concluded with oysters and cigars at the Busy- Bee Cafe. The University spirit ran high and it was unanimously decided that another
meeting of the association be called in November.

Among those present were Prof. G. C. Singletarry, Superintendent of the Graded Schools of Burlington; Prof. S. G. Lindsay,
Superintendent of the Graded Schools of Graham; Prof. J. B.
Robertson,

County;

Superintendent of Public Instruction of Alamance

Messrs.

W. H.

Carroll, E. S.

W. Dameron and W.

I.

W:«rd, attorneys, of Burlington; Messrs. J. Elmer Long, attorney,

and Mayor

of

Graham;

J.

Archie Long, of

W.

Haw

River; Caltfd

Long, Jr., of Graham, and W. D. Moser, of Burlington; Professor Walker, of the
Burlington Graded School; Profs. W. C. Wicker and Amick, of
Elon College, and Mr. Hoffman, of Graham.

Cates, druggist, of Burlington; Doctors

S.

AT WINDSOR
University day was celebrated here with the annual

dining

alumni with Governor Francis D. Winston of the class
of '79.
For a number of years it has been his custom to entertain
the Bertie Alumni at dinner on the day of the founding of that
of eighteen

great institution.

The occasion was the best we have had. Windsor Castle is a
most beautiful home and the decorations about the halls and rooms
were unique and appropriate. Of course, white and blue pr§-.
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The magnificent dining room with

furnishings

was

elaborately

itssplendid colonial

and suspended from
under it was a picture of

decorated

the room was the old college bell and
Wilson Caldwell, the faithful and gentlemanly janitor

for so

many

years

The

place cards hearing

the

name

of

each guest were hand

painted by Miss Elizabeth Outlaw, of Elizabeth City,
of Captain

Edward Outlaw, Company

a

daughter

C, 1.1th N. C. Troops, C. S.

The cards contained a banner, blue and white, with gold letC, and also the seal of the University in gold, blue
and white. The inscription, October 12, ±795-1911, tells the age
and growth of the University.
Under the superb guiding of Mrs. Francis D. Winston, an elaborate dinner was served by Mesdaraes George H. Bryant and S.
W. Kenney and Miss William Harllee Pugh. It is useless to
enumerate the many good things we had to eat.
A.

ters

U. N.

Of course the time was spent in most delightful reminiscences.
classes present went back to the war class of 1865, that class
being represented by Mr. Preston H. Sessom, who received his di-

The

ploma and Bible at the last commencement. Our last graduating
was represented by Henry W. Lyon, 1911, the brilliant base-

class

ballist.

The

Fifteen classes were represented

day came when in the fine library we enjoyThen indeed ChapeijHill was painted in happy
our eyes.
Every man present had some new story

real joy of the

ed the smoker.
colors before
to teV

Letters were read from a few absent alumni,

detained by sickfrom ChaHes B. Speller of the class of
1869, the oldest alumnus in the county.
He has been confined to
his bed for eight months from a stroke of paralysis.
He said:
"I will try in bed, with left hand, to say that I cannot be with

ness.

One

of these ^'as

you University day. I am suffering with hopeless disease (paraland have so suffered eight months. I recall the day that
sixteen of us left Horner School for Chapel Hill, in two horse
They took us through the country after a bumping ride
wagons.
We stood our examinations the next day,
for nearly two days.
and entered college; the laigest class ever under the old faculty.
ysis),
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found at commencement the President of the United States

and many of the leading men of the country. I can't write; must
stop; wanted to tell you of some of the bright boys at college with
me, of Miss Nancy Hilliard and the honored faculty. I would
say that cruel time soon changed all. In a short while every battlefield from Gettysburg, Pa., to the bloody plains around Chickamauga and Murfreesboro, Tenn., was hallowed with their graves.
Kindest regards to all alumni. Good-bye forever. Fraternally,
Chas. B. Speller.

A most

pleasing incident occurred just as the party was leaving.

Our host presented
poem on Masonry.
ble occasion.

Mason.

He

sity colors,

to each
It is

one a handsomely bound copy of his

a beautiful souvenir of this most enjoya-

Governor Winston,

is

as

we know, a most devoted

smiled and said he rather expected that the Univer-

white and blue, were adopted because the founder of

the University, General William R. Davie was the grand master

Masons and probably chose these Masonic colors.
The thirty alumni who live in Bertie county are staunch friends
of the University, proud of its past and hopeful of a great future
for this greatest of all agencies for uplifting the great mass of North

of

Carolina citizenship.
officers were re-elected: Hon. Francis D. Winston,
M. B. Gillam, vice-president, and Francis Gillam,
Hon. Thomas Gillam and Frances D. Winston were
secretary.
elected delegates to the next alumni meeting at commencement.

The old

president;

ALUMNI NOTES
Brown

L. A.

('10)

T. P. Nash, Jr

;

(

is

10)

on the
is

staff of

the Baltimore Sum.

with the Charlotte News.

Hannis Taylor ('67) has published "The Origin and Growth
the American Constitution" (Houghton Mifflin and

Company)

of
,

a

book pronounced by a competent reviewer "the most notable
work on the constitution of the United States that has yet been
written

F.

'

.

Sutton ('08) has opened an

I.

office for

the practice of law

at Kinston. N. C.

A.

W. McLean (Law

'91)

has been appointed division counsel

Line Rail Road for Roberson, Anson, ScotMontgomery, and Richmond counties.

of the Atlantic Coast

land, Bladen,
J.

the

McLean (Law '09-'10) has been made
same company for Robeson county.

J.

D.

local counsel for

E. Latta ('98), formerly Professor of Physics in the Univer-

ity, is

now on the

W. H.
spent the

Bureau

editorial staff of

Electrocraft,

Chicago, Illinois.

Kibler ('06), Professor of Biology in Guilford College,

summer

Laboratory of the United States
engaged in an investigation on the embryolo-

at the Beaufort

of Fisheries,

gy of fishes.
Charles Venable ('10) has charge of the science work

in

the

Wilmington High School.
0. R.

Rand

('08), after obtaining his degree from the Univer-

Oxford, accepted a position as Assistant Professor of Latin

sity of

in the University of

W.
of

Alabama.

Whitaker, Jr ('10) has been elected Assistant Professor
Metallurgy in the University of Kansas.
P.

Johnson (ex '09) who served as a member of the last GenAssembly of North Carolina, is now studying law at the Uni-

J. S.

eral

versity

.

Duncan McRae
Augusta,

Ga

('09)

is

teaching science in

Richmond Academy,
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A. J. Barwick ('00) for four years chief clerk in the

office of

>7

the

State Superintendent of Public Instruction, has resigned his position to enter the practice of law at

Newton, N. C. He

succeed-

is

ed by E. E, Sams ('98) who has been teaching at Fitzgerald, Ga.,
since 1910.

On

October 12

J. S.

Carr ('66) celebrated his sixty-sixth birth-

day and the forty-first anniversary of his coming to Durham.
Claud Howard (M. A. 1909) after spending a year in graduate
study at Harvard University, accepted a position as Professor of
English in the Alabama Normal College, Jacksonville, Ala.
D. M. Williams ('10) is s withthe General Electric Co. at Pitts,

field,

Mass.

D. R. Kramer ('10)

with the Westinghouse Co.,

is

at

Pitts-

burg, Pa.

W. H. Ramsaur

('10)

is

Secretary of the Y.

M.

C. A.

at the

University of Alabama.

A. W. Haywood, Jr. ('04) publishes in a recent number of The
Bench and Bar an article on ''New York's Antiquated Exempt
Property Laws."

O.W. Hyman

(B.A. '10; M.A. '11)

is

Principal of the Salisbury

Graded School.
C. C. Fonville

(M.A.

'11) is in the insurance business »at Bur-

lington, N. C.
S. Kitasawa (M.A. '11)

is

a student at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity.

Miss Maude Pritchard (M.A. "11)
E. S. VVelborn (M.A. '11)

is

is

teaching at Waverly, Va.

teaching in the Greensboro High

School.
T.

M. Broadfoot (M .A.

'11) is teaching at

Honey Grove, Tenn.

MARRIAGES
At Birmingham, Ala, March 15, 1911, Miss Jessie Yar borough
Wade H. Oldham.
At New Haven, Conn., June 21, 1911, Miss Jessie Davis Fowler
to Mr. George M. Sneath.
At Raleigh. N. C, July 19, 1911, Miss Mildred McKee Jones
to Mr. Greenville R. Berkeley.
Benners to Mr.
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At Greensboro, N. C, October

10, 1911, Miss Lake McNairy
Mr. E. C. Ruffin.
At Wilmington, N. C October 4, 1911, Miss Pattie Mary
Baugham to Mr. Harry McMullen.
At Raleigh, N. C, October 10, 1911, Miss Trene Lacy to Mr.
Charles G. Rose.
At New York, N. Y., October 25, 1911, Miss Lucy Washington Marx to Mr. Victor E. Whitlock.
to

,

DEATHS
(October 12,

1910— October

12, 1911.)

Clarence Flagler, Phar., '05, at Stroudsburg, Pa., October 27,
1910.

Thomas R

Little, '95, ot Greensboro, November 16, 1910.
Robert W. Joyner, '60-'62, at Woodland, Northampton county,
January 14, 1911.

G. E. Thurmond, '63, at Carpentaria, Cal., January 1911.

H. M. Shaw, '67-'68, in Curtituck County, February 9, 1911.
N. A. McLean, '77- 7 78, at Raleigh, February 15, 1911.
Palmer Cobb, '00, at New York, February 22, 1911.
Milo M. Pendleton, '01, at Warrenton, February 24, 1911.
B. G. Muse, '08, at Trudeau, N. Y., March 8, 1911.
Charles H. Blocker, '64, at Florence, S.

C, March

28, 1911.

Paul R. Slocum, '98, at Fayetteville, March 30, 1911.
F. D. Koonce, '59, at Richlands, April 10, 1910.
R. P. Jenkins, '96, at San Francisco, Cal., June, 1911.
R.

W.

Williams, '65, at Tallahassee, Fla., May, 1911.

S. B. Williams, '67, at Philadelphia, Pa.,

June

7, 1911.

F. L. A. Reid, '02, at Griffith, June 23, 1911.

A. S. Dockery, '94, at Rockingham, June 27, 1911.
W. B. Lynch, '59, at Orlando, Fla., July 30, 1911.
J.

H. Sawyer,

'79, at

Elizabeth City, August 25, 1911.

F. C. Roberts, '52, at Newbern, August 25, 1911.

M.

E. Buckley, '13, at

W.

A. Graham,

'95, at

Durham, August, 1911.
Durham, September 19,

1911.

THE CLASS OF
The

following

members

1911

of the class of 1911

have returned

to the

University:

Odom

Alexander, K. B. Bailey, J. M. Battle,

G. Stockton, C. A. Volger, and

ter Small, R.

the

Law

M. Blue

School; J. R. Allison,

W.

P. Belk, J.

J.

W.

in the Medical School; J. T. Dobbins, B.

C.

W.

J.

A. McKay, and

Williard, graduate students in Chemistry;

W.

R.

Thomas, candidates

R. Lee, Wal-

J. P. Zollicoffer in

for

Harris, and A.
H. Knight, and

W.

C. George,

the degree of

M. A.
C. C. Barbee

is

a graduate student at Columbia University.

R. T. Brown has a position with the Highway Department

ol

the State Geological Survey.
principal of the Graded Schools at Ric " Square,
1

D. B. Bryan

is

N. C.
E. B. Buchan

Bank

at

is

assistant cahier of the

Rowland, N.

Farmers and Merchants

C.

R. H. Claytor

is

at

W.

is

Principal of the Graded Schools at Mebane, N.

L. Cooper

home, University Station, N. C.

Car.

Cowles edits the Wilkes Patriot, Wilkesboro, N. C.
G. Dawson is teaching at Roper, N. C.
W. A. Dees is Associate Principal of Raeford Institute, Raeford,

J. S.

J.

N. C.

W.

with the General Electric Co., at Lynn, Mass.
Paul Dickson has a position with the Southern Life and Trust
Company at Raeford, N. C.
B. Ellis

F. J. Duls

is

is

in business at

Wilmington, N. C.

J.L. Eason is Principal of the Graded Schools at Vance bo ro, N. C.

A. L. Fields is teaching science in the Raleigh High School,
George Graham is teaching at Murcbison, N. C.
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J. W. Freeman is Principal of the State High School at Rose,
Wayne County, N. C.
W. C. Guess is Principal of the Bethenia High School, near

Winston, N. C.
C. W. Gunter is in the cotton husiness at Hartesville, S. C.
R. B. Hall has been appointed Assistant Chemist in the Pure
Food Division of the North Carolina Department of Agriculture.
0. B. Hardison received an appointment to the U. S. Naval

Academy.
W. H. Hathcock is with a bank at Fayetteville, N. C.
Miss M. B.Horsfield is teaching in the Salem Female Academy.
1. H. Hughes is a student at the Episcopal Theological Seminary,

Cambridge, Mass.

R. L. Hunter has a position as chemist with the H. B. Hunter

Company,
J. P.

of Norfolk,

Koiner

Va.

is

with the General Electric Co., at Schenectady,

is

Instructor in Mathematics in the

N. Y.

W. H.

Jones

Durham High

School.

W.

T. Joyner

is

teaching at

the

Woodbury

Forest School,

Orange, Va.
S.

M. Leonard

is

teaching in the Graded Schools of Elizabeth

City, N. C.

Francisco Llorens and T. V. Llorens are engaged in

civil engi-

neering in Cuba.
Felix Llorens

is

with the Westinghouse Electric Co., Pittsburg,

Pa.

E. F. McCulloch, Jr., is with the National Bank of Fayetteville,

N. C.
J. A. McGoogan is County Superintendent of Education in the
newly formed county of Hoke.
C. E. Mcintosh is Instructor in History in the Durham High

School.

E. C.

York
H.
Pa.

McLean

is

with the American Tobacco Company,

New

City.

L. Martin

is

with the Westinghouse Electric Co, Pittsburgh,
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Mann

G. C.
I.

is

Principal of the Smithfield

C. Moser teaches French at

N. C.
N. S. Mullican

is

Oak Ridge

61

Graded Schools.
Institute,

Oak

Ridge,

Principal of the Kinston Graded School, Kins-

ton, N. C.

Oates

J. C.

is

teaching in the Wilmington High School.

Second Lieutenant

J. F. Oliver is a

in

the

U.S. Constahulary,

Philippine Islands.

Gus Palmer is in the U.S. Soil Survey Service.
W. M. Parsley has a position in the Erwin Cotton
ham, N. C.

Mills,

Dur-

E. F. Rodriguez is engaged in civil engineering in Cuba.
G. W. Rhodes is Principal of the State High School at Falling
Creek Wayne County, N. C.
W. A. Rudisill is Professor of Chemistry in Lenoir College.
:

H.

Smith

C.

gymnasium

is

instructor

and student

in theology

at the University of the South, Sevvanee, Tenn.

R. R. Smith

is

a Second Lieutenant in the U. S. Constabulary,

Philippine Islands.

H. M. Solomon

is

in business in

Wilmington, N.

C.

B. C. Stewart holds a position with the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., at Winston, N. C.

K.

Tanner is a student
Harvard University.

S.

tion of

in the School of Business Administra-

W. F. Taylor is in the mercantile business at Faison, N. C.
Cyrus Thompson is with the advertising firm of WhiteheadHoag, of Newark, N. J.
G. W. Thompson is a Second Lieutenant in the U. S. Constabulary, Philippine Islands.

John

Tillett is in the

E.

W.

bond business at Norfolk, Va.

teaching in the High School at Pelham, N. C.
Turlington is a Rhodes Scholar in Oxford University,

B. C. Trotter

is

England
T. W.Voils is with the Westinghouse Electric Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. G. Walker is Principal of the Burlington High School.
E. C. Ward is Principal of the Rock Hill State High School,
Waynesville, N. C.
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R.T.Webb

is

engaged in the

real estate business in

Los Angeles,

Cal.

E. J. Wellons

Wayne

is

High School

Principal of the State

N. E. West

is

principal of the Hillsboro Graded Schools.

Whitaker is traveling
of Winston, N. C.
M. A. White is teaching at
L. B.

for the Whitaker- Harvey

Pineville,

Company,

N. C.

F. G.

Whitney

is

teaching at Bessemer City, N. C.

R.

Wildman

is

teaching at Sanford, Fla.

J.

at Pikeville,

county, N. C.

C. L. Williams has entered the practice of law at Sanford, N.C.

L. H. Williams

is

versity, Baltimore,

studying medicine at the Johns Hopkins Uni-

Md.

Miss Louise Wilson

is

teaching in St. Mary's School, Raleigh,

N. C.
I.

F. Witherington

is

teaching in the Horner Military School,

Oxford, N. C.
J. E.

Wood

is

Instructor in Drawing in the University of North

Carolina.

M. B. VVyatt

is

A. A.Zollicoffer

with the First Nation
is

il

Batik of

Durham, N. C.
Company,

Secretary of the Corbitt Automobile

Henderson, N. C.
W. P. Bivens, Miss Mary Jarman, Hoyt Roberson, and
Shields have not been heard from.

J.

M.

THE SUMMER SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS
The University Summer School was in session for a term of six
weeks beginning June 6 and ending July 15. The faculty conThere were enrolled two hundred and
sisted of fifteen members.
twenty-five students, of whom seventy-one were male and one
hundred and fifty-four female. Among those in attendance were
one hundred and sixty-nine teachers, thirty-one who were preparing to teach, and sixteen who were preparing to enter college.
Board was provided at a cost of $10 per month, and furnished
room for the six weeks for only $2. The registration fee was $3.
The University Inn and the Carr Building were open for the
accommodation of the young women, and the Old West Building
for the young men.
The Summer School was a place for real work. Unlike the
majority of summer schools and institutes, in which students are
required to listen to lectures only, lessons were assigned and individual work was required.
Regular courses were given in the.
following branches:
English, History (English and American),
Latin, German, French, Mathematics, Physics, Secondary EducaEducational Psychology, Elementary School Methods, Theory
nnd Practice of Teaching, Library Administration, and Drawing.
During the summer courses of lectures were given by Mr. R. D.
W. Connor, Secretary of the North Carolina Historical Commission
Mr. L. C. Brogden, State Supervisor of Elementary Schools; and
Miss Minnie W. Leatherman, Secretary of the North Carolina
Library Commission. In addition, single lectures were given once
or twice each week by members of the faculty and by prominent
lecturers of this and other States.
At the close of the term examinations were held, and certificates were issued to those who
tion,

successfully passed.

THE SUMMER LAW SCHOOL
The Summer Law School
June and ending the last
Mcintosh and Winston.

of

for 1911, beginning the middle of
August, was conducted by Professors
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The success of this session of the school was very gratifying. There
was an increase

of fourteen over the

enrollment for the preceding

One of these was a woman,
Bryson City, who successfully passed the
Supreme Court examination for license and is now engaged in the
practice of law with her husband, A. M. Fry, Esq., of Bryson
She was the first woman to study law at this University,
City.
and the second woman to obtain license to practice law in North
year, the total registration being 49.

Mrs. Lillian

RoweFry

of

Carolina.
All of the applicants

who had

certificates

from this school as

prepared to stand the Supreme Court examination were successful in obtaining their licenses.
In addition to these, there were
a

number

y<»ar,

fact,

but

of applicants who had been here during the preceding
who did not attend the summer session. As a matter of

over half of the eighty successful applicants for license in

August had received their training at the University.

The following
School and

who

is

a

list of

those

who attended

the

Summer Law

obtained licenses in August:

C. L. Daniels, New Bern; J. H. McLean, Rowland; W. M.
McNairy, Greensboro; D. C. Mcilae, Thomasville; R. A. McLean, Lumberton; W. F. Jones, Wilmington; J. A. McLean, Jr.
Maxton; B. VV. McCaskill, Fayetteville Tom Moore, Webster;
W. R. Edmonds, Elkin; Mrs. A. M. Fry, Bryson City; R.C.Patrick, Gastonia; E. H. Malone, Louisburg; A. E. Woltz, Chapel
Hill: Bascom B. Blackwilder, Hickory; W. I. Ward, Swepsonville; W. B. Rodman, Norfolk, Va.; C. B. Ruffm, Tarboro; Tom
Uzzell, Wilson; H. L. Smith, Raleigh; F. E. Winslow, Hertford;
Robert Goldstein, Asheville; H. W. B. Whitley, Monroe; Joseph
Giuliano, Chadbourn; J. A. Guion, New Bern; C. C. Bellany,
Wilmington; Russell M. Robinson, Goldsboro; C. L. Williams,
Sanford; Oscar B. Turner, Teachey; H.C.Alexander, Shreveport,
La.; H. C. Dockery, Jr., Rockingham; Donald F. Ray, Fayette;

Roach S. Stewart, Lancaster, S. C; Chas. R. Helsabeck,
Rural Hall; James A. Austin, New London; N. F. L. Whitfield,
Clinton; H. R. Conger, Tarboro.

ville;

IMPROVEMENTS ON THE CAMPUS
During the past summer the University's system of waterworks
was extended. The capacity of the plant was practically doubFour thousand dollars were spent in this needed improveled.
ment.

New

were strung at a cost of seven hundred and
Hard maple flooring was laid in four of the old
The Mary Ann Smith Dormitory was completely

electric wires

fifty dollars.

buildings.

renovated on the interior.

The

old shelving in the stack-room of

the Library

transferred to the departmental library rooms

and

its

has

been

place taken

by handsome, double-decked stacks that will take care of the
rapidly growing number of volumes in the Library for several
years.
The cost was $5,500.

NEW
Work was begun on

the

BUILDINGS

new

forty-five

ing for the Medical School in June.

thousand dollar buildCameron Avenue,

It faces

opposite Davie Hall, southeast of the Carr Building.
ing

is

handsome

in appearance

;

commodious and

The

expected that the Medical School will occupy
quarters at the opening of the second term.
sign.

It is

buildin

useful

its

de

new

The tract of land lying between Commons Hall and the Graves
house on Cameron Avenue has been purchased as a site for the
building to house the school of education.
This building is made
possible by the gift of forty thousand

from the Peabody Fund.

dollars to the University
Plans for the building have been ac-

and work will soon begin.
The construction of the first of the new dormitories will begin
in a short time.
The building will occupy that part of the campus on which the Central Hotel now stands, and will be built in

cepted,

sections, each section to be erected as the

money becomes

avail**

NEW MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY
Wade Hampton Brown,
B.

S.

Professor of Pathology,

obtained his

degree from the University of Nashville in 1899.

He was

a student in medicine at the University of Chicago, 1902-03. His

M. D. degree was awarded by Johns Hopkins University

He was

in 1907.

Instructor in the Pathology in the University of Virginia,

1907- 08; Instructor in Pathology in the University of Wisconsin,

1908- 10; Assistant Professor of Pathology in the same institution,
1910-11.

Daniel H. Bacot, Jr., Instructor in History, was graduated from
the College of Charleston,

— B.

A. 1908; M. A. 1909.

He

served

He

as Assistant in English in the College of Charleston, 1908-09.

was a graduate student in History at Harvard University, 1909-11,
obtaining his M. A. degree in 1910.
John W. Lasley, Jr., B.A. University of North Carolina 1910,

M. A. 1911, has been appointed Instuctor in Mathematics.
John A. Wood, B.A. University of North Carolina 1911,
structor in Drawing.

is

In-

WORK OF THE FACULTY DURING THE SUMMER
The following members

of the faculty of the University served

on the staff of the University

Summer

School for Teachers, June

16 to July 20: President Venable, Professors Walker, (Director),
Howe, Stacy, Chase, Hamilton, and L. R. Wilson.
Professor Coker spent several weeks in June at work in the
Bronx Botanical Gardens, New York City; and afterwards visited
the botanical departments of several English Universities and the
well known gardens and nurseries of the United Kingdom.

Cobb lectured during June

at the Biltmore Forestry
Geology to Forestry".
In July ho s
accompanied a group of Harvard students of the Shaler Memorial
Expedition studying the coast line from Bogue Inlet to Cape Hen-

Professor

School on

"The Relation

of

ry, Virginia.

Professor

H. V. Wilson continued

at the United States

Bureau

of

his

Fisheries

biological investigations

Laboratory, Beaufort,

North Carolina.
Professor Herty attended the summer meeting of the American
Chemical Society at Indianapolis in June.
He presented papers
"The Action of Ammonia on Arsenic Haat this meeting on
( 1 )
lides", and (2) "The Composition of the Resene ot Pinus Heter:

ophylla."
Associate Professor Oliver Towles gave instruction in French in

the

Summer

School of the University of Virginia.

Professor Noble conducted a Teachers' Institute at Shelby, N.

C,

July 9--12. From August 22 to August 29 he taught history
and arithmetic in the County Institute for Teachers at Clarinda,
Page County, Iowa. The latter part of July he visited the public
schools of

New York

City.

Professor Patterson 1 aught Physics in the Summer School of the
South, Knoxville, Tenn., June 20-- July 28.
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Associate Professor Bernard continued his studies in archeology

summer session of Columbia University.
Mims was traveling in June collecting

at the

Professor

material for a

by him to appear in The World's Work the coming
year on "The South Realizing Itself".
From July 10-31 he
taught in the Summer School of the University of Virginia.
series of articles

Professor Henderson returned at the beginning of the session after a year spent in

Europe on leave

of absence.

He

studied math-

ematics at Cambridge University and supervised the publication
of three

books of criticism of modern authors.

There

will soon

be published in the Cambridge Series of Mathematical and Physical

Monographs

his

work on "The Twenty-Seven Lines on a Cu-

bic Surface."

Professor

MacNider continued,

in the

Laboratory of Pharma-

cology of the University, his investigations on acute experimental nephritis.

Professor Howell attended the meeting of the North Carolina
Pharmaceutical Association at Morehead City, N. C, and that of
the American Pharmaceutical Association at Boston, Mass.

Associate Professor Stacy, after the close of the University

mer School

for Teachers, attended the

Summer

Cornell

Sum-

Engineering School of the

School.

Associate Professor Booker spent the

summer studying

at the

University of Heidi eberg.
Associate Professor Hickerson served for six weeks as chief en-

gineer for the Appalachian

Highway Commission and

for

four

weeks as highway engineer for the State Geological Survey.
Professor Toy resumed his work at the opening of the present
session after having spent two semesters of last year at the University of Berlin and one at the University of Heidi eberg.
Associate Professor Daggett spent the greater part of the sum-

mer

at

work

in the Engineering Library of

Harvard University.

Associate Professor Wheeler resumed his work in the Depart-

ment

of

Chemistry

at.

the opening of

The
Bonn and at

the present session.

past year he spent at the Universities of Berlin and

the Swiss Federal Polytechnic, Zurich, Switzerland.

